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to my fellow students at the System Engineering Group, especially Dennis Wetjens, 
Roel Notermans, Simon Tosserams and Sven Weber for inspiring me and for reviewing 
this report . 

J.N. Meulendijks 
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Summary 

ASML Lithography produces advanced micro-lithography systems, called wafer steppers 
and wafer scanners, for the semiconductor industry. The wafer scanners are controlled 
by advanced machine control software. The software becomes more and more compli
cated and the requirements increase as well. Therefore simulation-based testing for the 
software becomes more important. With simulation-based design, the machine control 
is tested using a model of the physical machine, the 'virtual machine'. ASML already 
uses simulation methods, however these methods have to be improved. For that purpose 
an analysis of the current methods is performed. It can be concluded that only commu
nication between machine and software is tested. The current simulation methods are 
unable to test realistic machine behavior. Therefore a concept for enhanced simulation 
facilities is introduced, where three stages can be distinguished: 

• The first stage contains the analysis of the system. First of all the objective is 
selected, after which the abstraction level is selected. According to the abstraction 
level, data is collected and an appropriate modelling technique and modelling- and 
simulation tool is selected. 

• The next stage in this method is the logical stage. The specification language x 
is used to build a simulation model in which simulated controllers communicate 
with simulated hardware. In this stage, methods and techniques are presented to 
realize a well-functioning simulation model. After verification and validation the 
final stage is reached. 

• In the final stage, the simulated hardware is interfaced to the machine control. 
Some requirements and suggestions with regard to the interface are presented. 

A casestudy is performed to introduce the design method on the wafer handler, one of 
the subsystems of the ASML Twinscan machine. The wafer handler transports wafers 
between the wafer track and the wafer scanner. The wafer handler is also responsible 
that the position and temperature of the wafer is within the requirement of the posi
tioning and imaging subsystems. This case study contains the first two stages of the 
simulation method mentioned above. 
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Samenvatting (in Dutch) 

ASML Lithography produceert geavanceerde micro-lithografische systemen, wafer step
pers en wafer scanners genaamd, voor de halfgeleiderindustrie. De machine van wafer 
scanners wordt bestuurd door geavanceerde besturingssoftware. Deze software wordt 
steeds gecompliceerder en de eisen nemen ook toe. Daarom wordt het simulatie-gebaseerd 
testen van deze software steeds belangrijker. Simulatie-gebaseerd testen maakt het mo
gelijk om de besturingssoftware te testen op basis van een machinemodel , de zogenaamde 
virtuele machine . ASML gebruikt al simulatiemethoden om software te testen, alleen 
moeten de methodes worden verbeterd. Daarvoor is eerst de huidige simulatie methode 
van ASML geanalyseerd. Hieruit kon worden geconcludeerd dat alleen communicatie 
tussen de machine en software wordt getest. In de huidige simulatiemethoden is het niet 
mogelijk om de software te testen op realistisch machinegedrag. Daarom is een concept 
geïntroduceerd waardoor meer geavanceerde simulatievoorzieningen mogelijk worden. 
In deze methode kunnen drie verschillende fasen worden onderscheiden: 

• In de eerste fase wordt de analyse van het systeem uitgevoerd. Allereerst wordt 
bekeken wat het doel is dat behaald moet worden, waarna een geschikt abstrac
tieniveau van het systeem wordt gekozen. Aan de hand van dit abstractieniveau 
wordt data verzameld en een geschikte modelleringstechniek en modellerings- en 
simulatiegereedschap gekozen. 

• De volgende fase in deze methode is de logische fase. De specificatie-taal x wordt 
gebruikt om een simulatiemodel te modelleren waarin de gesimuleerde besturing 
communiceert met gesimuleerde hardware. In deze fase worden een aantal tech
nieken en methoden aangedragen om een correct functionerend simulatiemodel 
te realiseren. Als dit simulatiemodel geverifieerd en gevalideerd is kan worden 
overgestapt naar de laatste fase. 

• In de laatste fase wordt de gesimuleerde hardware gekoppeld aan de bestur
ingssoftware. Enkele eisen met betrekking tot de interface worden hier vermeld 
en voorstellen worden aangedragen. 

Een case-studie is uitgevoerd, waarbij de methode zoals hierboven beschreven is moet 
worden toegepast op de wafer handler, een van de subsystemen van de ASML Twinscan 
machine. De wafer handler transporteert wafers tussen de wafer track en de wafer 
scanner. Tevens is de wafer handler verantwoordelijk voor het positioneren en het op de 
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juiste temperatuur brengen van wafers afkomstig van de track. Deze case-studie omvat 
de eerste twee stappen van de bovengenoemde simulatiemethode. 
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Chapter 1 

lntroduction 

Background 

ASML is a company that produces complex advanced machines for the semiconductor 
industry. Such machines consist of a physical system providing the means and a control 
system employing those means to fulfil the machine's function. ASML has a broad 
range of machine types. The control system should be validated on all these machine 
types. Currently, this is performed on prototype or pilot machines, which has several 
drawbacks: different and time-consuming calibration procedures for different hardware, 
limited availability of machines or configurations and low reproducibility of machine be
havior. These machines are becoming more and more complex and the requirements on 
these machines increase as well. The time to market for these machines decreases, there
fore development time has to be reduced as well. Simulation can be helpful to achieve 
this goal. Problems and difficulties can be discovered at an earlier stage. ASML already 
uses simulation-based testing for the control system during development, however the 
simulation method has to be improved. 

Objective and approach 

The objective of this assignment is to enhance simulation facilities for the ASML ma
chines. Firstly, the current simulation method of ASML has to be studied and new 
concepts of simulation must be developed , in order to improve the realistic behavior of 
simulation. 
Within the Systems Engineering group a lot of research is performed in the field of 
simulation methods [Rooüü]. Previous research developed a design method called " from 
requirements to implementation" [Duiüü]. This method is illustrated in Figure 1.1. The 
first stage in the design method is the functional specification. Here, the emphasis is on 
describing machine behavior. The second stage is the logical specification. A simulation 
model of the machine behavior is created using the specification language X, where C' 
and M' are respectively the simulated controller and simulated machine. This model 
is checked for logica!, tempora! and behavioral correctness. The third stage is the 
implementation of the model in the real world. In this stage, the simulated hardware 

1 
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Functlonal 
speclfication ---+ 

Figure 1.1: Three design stages "from simulation to implementation" 

is replaced by real hardware (Min Figure 1.1). 

2 

Based on this design method concepts are disposed for the enhance simulation method. 
However, the control system of the machine is already developed, therefore the objective 
changes in modelling the hardware and test the developed control system. Figure 1.2 

C 

---+ 

M 

Figure 1.2: Three design stages "testing control system" 

introduces the design method, where three stages are defined. The first stage represents 
the control system with corresponding machine as given. Here, the physical means used 
by the machine are described and determined. The functionality of the control system is 
described as well. From this a simulation model is derived in stage two. The simulation 
model -a logical specification of the hardware with control system- is described in the 
specification language x. The third stage is the implementation stage. Here the control 
system is replaced by the developed control system of stage one. 

Overview 

The concepts of the design method "testing control system" are introduced in Chapter 2. 
First the requirements are disposed. Furthermore it is described how these requirements 
are applied in the concept method. This method will be illustrated on one of the 
subsystems of the ASML Twinscan machine. In Chapter 3 the wafer handler system 
is described. Chapter 4 describes the model of the wafer handler. The verification and 
validation are discussed as well. The virtual control system is replaced by the control 
system of ASML. This is represented in the right part of Figure 1.2. Implementation 
requirements and testcases are described in Chapter 2 and 4. Finally, Chapter 5 presents 
the conclusions and recommendations for further research from this project. 



Chapter 2 

Enhanced simulation method 

The main objective of this project is to enhance the simulation method for ASML ma
chines. First of all, a study on the current simulation method of ASML is performed. 
According to this method, requirements are formulated for a new simulation environ
ment. These requirements are presented in Section 2.1. An approach for the new 
simulation method is given in Section 2.2. A methodical way of modelling the hardware 
and control system is presented in Section 2.3. How the "virtual" machine can be veri
fied and validated is discussed in Section 2.4. Thereafter, a first approach is presented 
for implementation purposes. 

2.1 Requirements 

The simulation method of ASML used for testing the software is called sim mode. 
ASML uses three different types, sim mode 1, 2 and 3. All the sim modes are on 
different abstraction levels in the controller, but on the same dynamica! level. Here, the 
dynamica! level is defined as the dynamica! behavior of the model of the machine used 
in simulation. In sim mode, only correct communication behavior is tested. Interactions 
between the different actuators and sensors are neglected. This means that the control 
system of the ASML machines in sim mode is only tested with the assumption that 
actuators always behave correctly. This is illustrated schematically in Figure 2.1. The 
first requirement for enhanced simulation is to improve the dynamica! level of simulation, 
functional as well as timing. In other words, a more realistic behavior of the hardware 
must be achieved. Figure 2.2 presents interaction between actuator and sensor. The 
second requirement is to test the control system on 'bad weather' conditions. Such 
conditions are for example break-downs, deformations and deviations. A more realistic 
simulation method decreases the use of machines for testing purposes as well , and 
provides the following advantages. 

• The casts of a proto/pilot machine (maintenance, buying machine parts, braken 
parts, etc) are much larger, than a simulation model. 

3 
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Figure 2.2: Relation between con
trol system and physical system for 
enhanced simulation 
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• The reliability of a proto/pilot machine is much smaller compared toa simulation 
model. 

• "Bad weather" conditions are very hard to attain in proto/ pilot machines. It is 
only possible by destroying machine parts. 

• One simulation model can test a braad range of machine types/controller types. 

• Calibration procedures are not needed. 

• A simulation model shows more deterministic behavior than the real machine. 
Qualification of the software part can be reduced. 

However, there are some disadvantages, namely the correctness of the model bas to be 
verified and not all communications between the control system and simulated hardware 
can be implemented. The requirements with respect to implementation are described 
in Section 2.5. 

2.2 Approach 

The objective is to develop the concepts for enhanced simulation facilities with the focus 
on the physical machine. Figure 2.3 shows how the modelling process of the physical 
machine is decomposed into five subprocesses [Verül]: First the modelling objective is 
defined. From the modelling objective the appropriate level of abstraction is determined. 
Before the model is built from the collected data, an appropriate modelling t echnique 
and simulation tool is chosen. 

• Classification of the modelling objective 
The modelling objectives of the simulation model are classified according to three 
factors , represented by the following questions. 
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Figure 2.3: Aspects related to the model abstraction level 
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l. Is the designed simulation model to be directly implemented on the software? 

2. What part of the machine control system is to be tested? 

3. What demands have to be met by the simulation model for testing purposes, 
i.e. what are the relevant performance criteria? Besides the nature, what is 
the range of magnitude of the performance measures? 

In this project, the following is given: 

1. The model of the physical machine is meant for testing the control system, 
thus the model is used for implementation purposes. 

2. The supervisory control will be tested, which incorporates both logic control 
and scheduler. The supervisory error-handling will be tested as well. The 
reason for testing this part is that in machines which consist of multiple 
parts, that operate in parallel, many mistakes can be made in the area of 
logic control. 

3. The following demands have to be met for testing purposes: 

Logical correctness 
Temporal correctness 
Behavioral correctness 

• Determining the abstraction level 
The abstraction level of the simulation model is connected with the amount of 
information necessary for testing the controller. At first, the interest is based on 
logical control. It is sufficient to simulate the actions and corresponding times. 
A model that describes this , is a discrete-event model. However the simulation 
model is used in a later stage for real-time events, therefore a simulation model 
is built with real times for the events. Initially it is not necessary to model the 
dynamics of the actuators, e.g. mass inertia, acceleration. 

• Choice of the simulation technique and simulation tool 
As mentioned above, discrete-event modelling satisfies demands. Implementation 
of the model needs a real-time platform. The simulation tool x is able to work 
on a real-time platform and is discrete-event. It can even be used by engineers 
with little computer science background. Because of this and the expertise of the 
simulation tool x within the SE-group, the simulation tool x is selected. 
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• Collecting of the available data for the model 
The question is: Which information of the physical machine is necessary to built 
a model? At first a model is built that is able to test logic control. As mentioned 
above it is sufficient to collect the events and corresponding times of the different 
machine parts and the interactions between them. 

2.3 Modelling 

In the previous section some aspects are described for modelling the physical machine. 
This section deals with the concepts with regard to model the "virtual" machine and 
controller. 

Architecture of the model 

The choice of a suitable control. architecture for the model is not self-evident and should 
be carefully considered. Some basic forms of control architectures are represented in 
Figure 2.4. These forms have different advantages and disadvantages. A brief summary 
of these advantages and disadvantages is given in [Web03] and [Mor03]. 

(a) Centralized architec
ture 

(d) Modified hierarchi
cal architecture 

(b) Hierarchical archi
tect ure 

( c) Heterarchica l archi
tect ure 

□ 
0 

control 
component 

machine 
component 

( e) Holarchical architect ure 

Figure 2.4: Basic forms of control architectures 
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• Centralized architecture 

The centralized architecture is characterized by a single controller performing 
all dispatching and information processing actions for the entire system. A ma
jor disadvantage of the centralized architecture is the fact that the logic of the 
system is hidden in the overhead of controlling many different actions. Other 
disadvantages are the slow response times and the difficulty for modification. The 
main advantages are the acces to global information and the possibility for global 
optimization. 

• Hierarchical architecture 

The hierarchical architecture uses subordinate levels, each performing only part of 
the dispatching and information processing required to control the entire system. 
A major advantage of the hierarchical architecture is the modular structure. An
other advantage is the good response times. Disadvantages are the high number 
of communication links and the difficulty to add new respectively modify existing 
components. 

• Heterarchical architecture 

The heterarchical architecture is characterized by a set of local autonomous com
ponents, where information is retained locally and transmitted to other compo
nents on demand. The main advantages of heterarchical architecture are the full 
autonomy, the reduced complexity of the individual components and the ease to 
reconfigure and modify. Disadvantages are the difficulty of global optimization 
and the high communication traffic. 

• Modified hierarchical architecture 

The modified hierarchical architecture is characterized by controllers with a cer
tain amount of autonomy. Here, the controllers have the ability to exchange 
information with other controllers at the same level. This will result in a more 
complex structure while gaining the advantages of the heterarchical architecture. 

• Holarchical architecture 

The holarchical architecture is an enhanced heterarchical architecture with means 
to obtain and process complete global information. The major disadvantage of 
the holarchical architecture is the complexity of the system. 

According to the advantages and disadvantages, a consideration between architectures 
has to be made depending on the case. 
Modular decomposition of the processes is necessary. In this way it is possible to 
test parts of the system separately. The advantage is that large systems can be tested 
incrementally. For that reason a hierarchical control structure is selected. A hierarchical 
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modular structure is depicted in Figure 2.5, where part 1, which consists of the processes 
MaC and C, tests the logical correctness. Part 2, which consists of processes Cc, tests 
the tempora! and behavioral correctness. These parts can be verified and validated 
separately. Now, a naturally hierarchical structure appears given the decomposition of 
an order into tasks and, finally, actions. Another advantage is that the abstraction level 
can be increased without changing the structure of the model. In this structure, process 

MaC = Master Controller 

Figure 2.5: Architectural structure of the model 

MaC is responsible for the allocation of tasks to the various components and for the 
synchronization of these components. The allocation of tasks and the synchronization of 
the various components in one process becomes very complex, therefore it is separated 
into two processes as depicted in Figure 2.6. Here, process MC is responsible for the 
allocation of tasks and process SC for synchronization, 

MC 0 1 MC c Master Controller 

order 
se = Synchronization Controller 

... ··· sync"n 

C c Controller /dispatcher) 

n # number of components 
uuk 

Figure 2.6: Architectural structure of part 1 

Machine modelling 

The physical behavior of the actuators and sensors present in the machine are modelled 
in a certain abstraction level. The most important requirement is that the control 
system does not differentiate between the virtual and the real hardware. In a discrete
event system, actions can be modelled by time delays and alteration of the fictive state. 
These time delays and fictive states represent the real time delays and real states. In 
this project , actuators and sensors are modelled as discrete components. In Section 4.2 
the discrete event models are described in more detail. 

Modelling of the material 

In reality, material will be transported between machine components. In simulation, 
material flow must be modelled as well. It is modelled in such a way that only the 
component that receives and sends material, occupies material. Figure 2. 7 represents 
the material flow schematically between four processes. It shows that component B 
receives material from component A and sends material to component C or D. Another 
issue is the detection of the material in simulation. In particular there are three common 
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A,B,C,D = Bufferplaces 

Figure 2. 7: Material flow through the processes 

methods of modelling the absence/ presence of material as presented in Figure 2.8. The 
first method is graphically presented in Figure 2.8(a). Here, process A (actuator) has 
2 functions , execution of the actions of the actuator and observe the material status. 
The change of material status is sent to process S (sensor) by channel as. Process Cc 
(controller) receives the material status from process S by channel sc. 
The second method is graphically presented in Figure 2.8(b). Here, process B (buffer) 
observes the absence/presence of material, and informs process S. Process A is only 
responsible for the executions of the actions of the actuator. 
The third method for modelling the material is depicted in Figure 2.8(c). Process A 
executes the actions received from process Cc. The sensor S receives information from 
the actuator, and informs the controller. The material status is not implemented in 
process A or S, but in process B. According to the status of process Cc, it sends the 
material status to process B. Now B can receive or send material. In turn, process B 
sends the new status to process Cc. The modelling of the material flow between process 

(a) (b) (c) 

Cc = Component 
Controller 

A =Actuator 
S - Sensor 
B • Bufferplace 

m,ri IE: material in 
m

001 
E; material out 

Figure 2.8: Different ways of modelling material absence/presence 

is depicted by the channels (min and mout) - Depending on the case, one of the three 
methods is selected. 

Controller modelling 

As mentioned before, the controller is built in two different parts, the first part controls 
the logical correctness of the system. It consists of the correct "behavior in time" 
between the different components. Interactions between components are presented in 
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an activity diagram. Figure 3.4 gives an example of such a diagram. The master 
controller (MC) is a high level controller and makes use of tasks. The definitions for 
order, task and action are described in Section 4.3. In fact there are two different tasks, 
a component task for the Component Controller (Cc) or a synchronization task. The 
component task with corresponding times are sent to the component controller (Cc) 
and the synchronization tasks are used to synchronize with process SC. 
The synchronization controller (SC) is specified as follows. It synchronizes the different 
controllers ( C) with each other according to constraint modelling. 

Constraint modelling 

The purpose of constraint modelling is to achieve synchronization between the different 
components of the system. In a system, tasks are performed in sequel or parallel. Three 
examples are presented: 

• Tasks in sequel 
An example of tasks in sequel is given in Figure 2.9. First, constraint Cp1 is 
considered. lt means that task A1 (first task of component A) has to be finished 
before task B1 can start. The second constraint Cp2 means that task B1 has to be 
finished before task C1 can start. This simple example for constraint modelling is 
listed in Table 2.1 in a mathematica! notation. 

Comp c" c" 

A 1 ~-----~ 
B 

C 
1 

Figure 2.9: Constraints in a Gantt chart (sequel) 

Constraint 

Table 2.1: Constraints in mathematica! notation 

• Tasks in parallel 
An example of tasks in parallel is given in Figure 2.10. First, constraint Cp1 is 
considered. It means that task A1 has to be finished before task B 1 and C1 can 
start. The second constraint Cp2 means that task B1 and C1 have to be finished 
before task A2 can start. This example is listed in Table 2.2 in a mathematica! 
notation. 

The modelling of synchronization between tasks is performed as follows: 
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Comp 

A 

B 

C 

1 

C 

" 
1 

C 
" 

2 
1 

1 

, 
li •I 

Figure 2.10: Constraints in a Gantt chart (parallel) 

Constraint 

Table 2.2: Constraints in mathematica! notation 
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Before a task (component) can start a synchronization with the synchroniza
tion controller is needed. 

- When a task (component) is finished a synchronization with the synchro
nization controller is needed. 

A controller is only allowed to proceed with the next task when its current 
task is finished . 

The lists of tasks (for this example) will be modelled as described in Table 2.3: 

Task Iists 

ALA .- f"syn",1, "syn ", "syn'·',2, "syn"J 
AL8 .- /"syn ", 1, "syn") 
ALc := ["syn ",1, "syn"} 
Sync := [< 1,0,0> ,< 1, 0,0> ,< 0, 1, 1> , < 0, 1, 1> ,< 1, 0,0> ,< 1, 0,0>} 

Table 2.3: Task list of components A, B and C 

As said before, there are two different types of tasks, one for the synchronization 
controller and one for the component controllers (Cc) . The synchronization list 
Sync means that process SC first synchronizes twice with component A, then 
twice with component B and component C (in arbitrary order) and finally twice 
with component A. 

• Constraints in parallel 
Constraint modelling can also be performed for constraints which are in parallel. 
An example is presented in Figure 2.11 and in mathematica! notation in Table 2.4. 

Constraint 

Cp1 Il Cp2 

Table 2.4: Constraints in mathematica! notation 
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Comp. c" 

C 1 

D ~---1 
tl•I 

Figure 2.11: Constraints in a Gantt chart (constraints in parallel) 

Tasks 

ALA := ("s yn" ,1, "syn"} 
ALB := ["syn",1, "syn "} 
ALc := ["syn",1, "syn"J 
ALv := /"syn" 1 l, "syn"J 
Sync,, := (<1,0, 0,0>,< 1,0,0,0>,< 0, 1,0,0>,< 0,l ,0,0> j 
Syneq : = (< 0,0, 1, 0> ,< 0, 0, 1,0>, < 0, 0,0, 1>, < 0,0,0, 1>} 

Table 2.5: Task list of components A,B,C and D 

Table 2.5 presents the task lists of component A,B,C and D and the synchroniza
tion list Sync which is composed by the elements Syncp and Syncq, Dependent on 
which element synchronizes the synchronization list is updated. The elaboration 
is given in Example 2.1. 

Example 2.1 (Updating synchronization list) 
Ini tial lists 

Synep := [< 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < o, 1, o, o >] 
Syncq := [< 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 >] 

The first element of the lists Syncp and Syncq gives Sync. 

Sync := [< 1, 0, 1, 0 >] 

Depending on which block synchronizes (Synep or Syncq) , Sync will be updated. 
Suppose the first element (task A) synchronizes, then Sync, Syncp and Syncq becomes: 

Sync: [< 1, 0, 1, 0 >] 
Syncp : [< 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0 >] 
Syncq : = [< 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 >] 
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Suppose the first element synchronizes again, then Sync, Syncp and Syncq becomes: 

Sync: [< 0, 1, 1, 0 >] 

Synep: = [<0, 1, 0, 0> , <0, 1, 0, 0>] 

Syncq: = [< 0, 0, 1, 0 > , < 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 > , < 0, 0, 0, 1 >] 

Suppose the third element ( task C) synchronizes, then Sync, Syncp and Syncq becomes: 

Sync: [< 0,1,1,0 >] 

Synep: [< 0, 1,0,0 >,< 0,1 , 0, 0 >] 

Syncq: [ < o, o, 1, o >, < o, o, 1, o >, < o, o, o, 1 > l 

Suppose the third element synchronizes again, then Sync, Syncp and Syncq becomes: 

Sync: 

Synep: 

Syncq: = 

[< 0, 1, 1,0 >] 

[< 0,1,0,0 >,< 0,1,0,0 >] 

[< 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1 >] 

This holds on as long as one of the lists Synep or Syncq is not empty. 

D The interactions of tasks can also be described in activity diagrams as presented in 
Figure 2.12. 

Component Controller 

The other part -part 2 in Figure 2.5- controls the behavioral and tempora! correctness 
of the system. The component controller receives tasks from the Controller ( C) and 
dispatch these tasks into actions for the actuators (A) and sensors (S). 
Another -trivial- item for the component controller model is that the number of signals 
used to communicate with the hardware in the real-world should correspond with the 
number of channels in the simulated hardware. This is described in more detail in 
Section 2.5 

Modelling of the parameters and presentation of the results 

The machine is modelled in such a way that the machine parameters are not imple
mented in the model. The simulation model will read the machine parameters from 
a file, therefore parameters can be changed without changing the simulation model. 
Machine parameters are e.g. delay times for the different actuator actions. The task 
lists and synchronization lists for the different controllers will read from a file as well. 
Therefore different tasks and routes can be obtained without changing the model. 
The results of a simulation run will be written to a file. In this file the process, the 
event and the corresponding event times are written. 
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start 

c, 

end 

(a) Ac-
tivity 
diagram: 
tasks in 
sequel 

start 

end 

(b) Activity diagram: tasks in par
allel 

start 

lil 

end 

(c) Activity diagram: constraints in 
parallel 

Figure 2.12: Activity diagram: 3 examples 

2.4 Verification and validation 
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For using the simulation model for implementation purposes, the model has to be veri
fied and validated first. The definitions are as follows [Hopüü]: 

Definition 2.1 Vcrification: Checking the logic of the model 

Definition 2.2 Validation: Cornparing the model results to reality 

To verify and validate the model of the machine, a simulation model of the controller 
has to be built. Validation takes place by executing all possible actions of the simulation 
model of the machine. The simulation model of the controller generates these actions. 
Both models will be modelled with the same simulation tool. However, modelling of the 
machine is dorre incrementally. Every part of the machine with corresponding controller 
will be modelled and validated. Thereafter these models will be combined with the logic 
controllers for the interactions between the different components. 
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2.5 lmplementation 

After the model is verified and validated in simulation time, it must be implemented in 
the real world. First of all, a real-time system must be defined [Web03] . 

Definition 2.3 A real-time system is any arbitrary system that must satisfy explicit 
(finite) response time constraints and risk severe consequences, inclu,ding failure, when 
constraints are violated. The real-time control system must produce the correct result, 
at the required time-instant and respond predictably and reliably to all possible inputs. 

In a real-time system, three requirements must be met. A real-time system must be 
checked for logical, temporal and behavioral correctness. A tempora! correct real-time 
system reacts to stimuli from the physical machine or environment, within a specified 
time interval. Tempora! correctness can be divided into hard real-time systems and soft 
real-time systems. 

• A hard real-time system is a system that would fail if its timing requirements were 
not met. 

• A soft real-time system is a system where timing requirements cause a certain 
degradation of performance. 

According to whether the system is hard or soft , requirements for implementation are 
presented. 

Interface 

In this section some basic principles are discussed with respect to the implementation. 
The first requirement is communication between the simulated hardware (M' ) and the 
control system. This is graphically presented in Figure 2.13(a). The question that 
arises is: how to communicate between the two processes? The communication can 
not take place directly, an interface is necessary. This is represented schematically in 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.13: Communication between M' and control system 

Figure 2.13(b), where the control system and the simulated machine components are 
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integrated in a single environment. Furthermore, it was argued that x will be used for 
specification of the simulated machine components. Now, the issues with respect to 
communication are discussed: 

• How are messages ( actions) send or relayed between control system and simulated 
hardware. For this project, it means that the channels in a x process need to 
be connected to the control system and, in turn , the control system needs to be 
capable of delivering messages to the x process. 

• These messages ( actions) must be interpreted by the simulation model and the 
control system. In the x environment interactions are synchronous (both sender 
and receiver have to be willing) whereas the control system interactions are asyn
chronous ( depends on sen der only). 

• Both processes must have the same time basis. Before implementation, the sim
ulated hardware runs in simulation time, while the control system runs in real 
( wall-clock) time. 

Communication can be applied in different ways, where the following conditions are of 
concern: 

• The existing control system should be affected as little as possible 

• Uniformity of the test environment is important 

The next options are available for implementation: 

• Simulated hardware on the same VxWorks-board as control system 

• Simulated hardware on an extra VxWorks-board linked to VxWorks-board of con
trol system 

• Simulated model on Sun (RT Linux) 

The concepts described in this chapter are applied to one of the subsystems of the 
Twinscan machine. 



Chapter 3 

The wafer handler system 

This report provide a framework in which the concepts for enhanced simulation are pre
sented; embodying these concepts in a concrete subsystem clarify the concepts. In this 
chapter the analysis of one of the subsystems of the Twinscan machine is described. The 
objective of this chapter is to specify one of the subsystems according to this specifica
tion and to build a model of the controller and the machine. According to the modelling 
objective, the specification is derived from [Fül] and [Jacül]. The Twinscan system is 
divided into several subsystems. All the functions of the subsystems together enable 
the Twinscan system to do imaging at the required overlay, resolution and productivity. 
The functions of the subsystems are: 

• handling 

• measuring 

• positioning 

• imaging 

• environmental control 

• interfacing 

These functions are presented in Figure 3.1. One of the purposes of this assignment 
was to implement the concepts described in Chapter 2 in one of the subsystems. After 
studying the subsystems of the Twinscan system, a choice has been made which subsys
tem to be modelled. The handling subsystems have minor interactions with the other 
Twinscan subsystems. This is an advantage during implementation of the simulation 
model. The Twinscan system has two handling subsystems, the wafer handler system 
and the reticle handler system. The wafer handler system is less complicated than the 
reticle handler system. For that reason, the wafer handler system is selected. 

The purpose of the analysis of the wafer handler system is to specify the functionalities 
of the wafer handler components. The functionalities of the wafer handler system are 

17 
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Figure 3. 1: The Twinscan subsystems related to t he system functions 

described in [Lie99] [Jacüla], [Jacülb], [Teaül] and [Doo02]. 
The wafer handler subsystem is used to perform the following actions: 

• Receiving wafers from track 

• Delivery of pre-aligned wafers to the wafer stage 

• Unloading exposed wafers from the stage 

• Presenting exposed wafers to the track 

• Handling of reject or retry wafers 

It contains the following main parts as presented in Figure 3.2: 

• Wafer track 

• Prealigner unit 

• Load robot 

• Wafer stage (load and unload chuck) 

• Unload robot 

• Discharge unit 

• Carrier handler 
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Load Robot 

rn 

For tra11sporting the wafer frorn t.lw prcaligner 1111i t. t o t he wafr·r stage (WS ) t he wafor 
handlcr s11hsystcm 11scs the load robot. The robot has t hrcc dqsrccs of frer\dom, ex
tc11d / rct ract (calkd R-movcmcnt. ) , rota.t.r• (c:alkd <p-movr~merit.) and up/ down (c:alkd 
z-movcmcnt ). To hold a wafor , the robot has a grippcr 11101mtcd on the end of its 
arm. T he wafor is held by damping wit.lt vac1111m. T he load robot. rcadws t he following 
posit.io11s to ret.ric\VC' or place a wafer at. 11onual scq11c11cc' ( dcscrihcd in Scctiou ;t2. 

• P rcal ig1wr 1111it (rctrievc) 

• Wafrr stage (place) 

The load robot. is also ablc to rcac:h the following positio11s: 

• Prcaligner unit (place) 

• Disc:hargc uni t (ret.ricvc and place) 

• Carrier haudlcr (whcn c:ontigurcd on ldt sidc) 

These positions are rcadicd duriug cxc:cpt.ious (descrihc<l in Sc\c:tion :l. :~)-
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U nload Robot 

For t.ransport.ing the wafor frorn t.hC' wafor stage (WS) to the disc:harg(\ unit , the wafcr 
handlnr subsyst.cm uscs the unload robot. This robot. has thrcc dqi;rC'cs of frecdom, 
cxtc,nd/ retract. ( call('d R- movcnwnt ), rotatc ( callC'd cp-movcmcnt ) and up/ down ( callcd 
✓,-rnovemcnt). To hold a wafcr , tlw robot. has a grippcr mount.cd on t.lw C'nd of its arm , 
the wafor is held by darnping wit.h w1c1111m. The unload robot rcadws the following 
posit.ions to rct.rievc or placC' a wafor at norrnal S<'qucnc<'. 

• Wafor stage (rctriC\VC) 

• DischargC' uni t. (place) 

The unload robot is a lso ablc to rcach the following posit.ions 

• PrC'aligncr unit (wtricvc and plac<') 

• DischargC' uni t (rctriC've) 

• Carrier handlC'r (wlwn configm cd on right side) 

Discharge Unit 

The discharge unit is uscd within the wafor handlcr syst.cm to tcmporarily store a wafor. 
The disc:harge unit is stationary and lias the possibilit.y to damp a wafor. 

Prealigner Unit 

The prcaligrwr unit consist.s of the fo llowing parts: 

• Tcmpcrat.urc Stabifoation Unit (TSU) 
Thf' TSU has on<' dcgrec'. of fwcdom , up/ down. It. also ha.s the possibilit.y to damp 
a wakr. 

• Edge Sensor 
Thl' cdgc sensor has no dC'grecs of fn,cdom. 

• Mark Sensor (Opt. iona l) 
The optional mark sensor has t.wo dcgrccs offwcdom, up/ down and ext.cnd/ ret.ract. 

• Cent.crinµ; U uit. 
The ccnt.C'ring unit has t.wo dcgrC'cs of frccdom , up/down and cxt.cnd/rct ract. lt 
also has the possibility to damp a wafor. 

• Docking Unit 
ThC' docking unit has one dcgrce of fn~c~dom, up/ down. 

• Rot.at.ion Unit 
The rotation unit has one degrcc of frccdom , rot.at. ion. lt also has the possibility 
to damp a wafor. 
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The prealigner unit is responsible for prealigning the wafer. This means that the wafer 
orientation is determined, and the wafer is placed within the margin to transport the 
wafer to the wafer stage. Furthermore the prealigner unit determines the residual X 
and Y offset data, which is corrected by wafer stage. Globally, there are two ways to 
prealign a wafer: edge prealignment and edge prealignment in combination with the 
mark sensor. The latter option is only available when the optional wafer handler mark 
sensor (MS) is present. During prealignment, the temperature stabilization unit brings 
the wafer temperature within a range. The docking unit is used for an accurate wafer 
take over from the prealigner to the load robot. 

Track interface 

The wafer handler provides an interface to input and output of the wafer handler from 
a wafer track. Input wafers are delivered by the wafer track on the prealigner unit . 
Output wafers are retrieved by the wafer track from the discharge unit . 

Carrier handler ( optional) 

The carrier handler is an optional device for the wafer handler. When presented, it can 
be positioned at the left hand side of the wafer handler, also called load side, or on the 
right hand side, as presented in Figure 3.2, also called unload side. The carrier handler 
is used for the storage of wafers (input wafers and output wafers). Initially, the carrier 
handler is not considered in the wafer handler system. 

3.1 Initialization and termination 

Init ializat ion brings the wafer handler system to an operate state called " idle". The 
wafer handler is brought from an unknown state to a known one in several steps. The 
Master Controller is not aware of these intermediate states and views it only as either 
" idle" or "terminated". 
During the init ialization of the wafer handler system the components as described above 
are brought to a state that they are to use, this means that the wafer handler system is 
ready to run lots or to move wafers. The initialization steps of the parts are executed 
in a specific order, to prevent damage to hard ware and materials present in the wafer 
handler and the wafer stage. The sequence is described in an activity diagram presented 
in Figure D .1. 
The action "initialize axes" is too comprehensive to integrate in this diagram. This 
action is described as an activity diagram in Figure D.2. The action "R-axis retract" 
for both robots in Figure D.2 is described in Figure D.3. 
The robots can be found in various positions. According to these positions, the robots 
follow a sequence as described in Figure D.3. The sequence, when the robot arm is in 
the position of "facing wafer stage", is described in Figure D.4 
The last action in the start up sequence is sending the wafers to their destination. 
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The wafer handler system can be terminated in two ways, immediately and normal. 
Both terminations are described in Figure D.5. 

3.2 Normal sequence 

The wafer handler system is responsible for handling the wafers. The sequence of 
the wafers through the wafer handler is illustrated in Figure 3.3. During the normal 

water handler water stage 

Figure 3.3: Schematic representation of the waferflow (normal) 

sequence, there is a docked 1 hand over by the load robot (LR) at prealigner unit (PA) 
and wafer stage (load) interface. For the unload robot (UR) , there is a docked hand 
over at wafer stage (unload) interface and a non-docked hand over at discharge unit 
(D). 
The interactions between the parts are described in an activity diagram. This activity 
diagram is presented in Figure 3.4. The symbols used in in this diagram are explained 
in Figure 3.5. The notes Track start, LR, WS and UR in the activity diagram are 
connection points. The tasks in the activity diagram consist of a couple of actions, 
these actions are described in Table A.1 to Table A. 7. Herein the actuators and sensors 
of the different parts are given with its values. Figure 3.6 is a translation of the activity 
diagram of Figure A.1 in a gantt chart with estimated times for the tasks. The gantt 
chart is described in more detail in Appendix A.2. 
There are two exceptions in the activity diagram during the production of lots. The 
first exception occurs by the first two wafers of a lot at waferstage. This is illustrated 
in Figure A.2. An arrow from W(proc) to W(7) is drawn instead of an arrow from 
W(proc) to UR(l). In other words the first two wafers enter the waferstage before 
the first wafer will leave the wafer stage. The other exception occurs by the last two 
wafers of a lot at wafer stage. An arrow from W(6) to W(proc) is drawn instead of an 
arrow from UR( 4) to W ( 7). In other words there are no more wafers for the wafer stage 
and the wafers in the wafer stage has to be transported to the track via the unload robot. 

1 The principle of docking is described in Appendix C 
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Figure 3.4: Activity Diagram of the Wafer Handler during normal sequence 

3.3 Exceptions 
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TRACK OUT 

T0(1) 

T0(2) 

Some exceptions may occur during the production of lots in the wafer handler. These 
exceptions are given below: 

• One wafer retry 
In case the wafer should be retried the unloaded wafer is transferred to the prealign 
unit again, after which it is prealigned autonomous. The sequence of a retry wafer 

ANISH 
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In a conceptual diagram an activity is a task that needs to be done 

In an activity diagram the states are activities representing the 

performance of operations. The transitions are triggered by the 
completion of the operations. 

A transition is a relationship between two states. This transition 

indicates that control is passed trom the first state to the second 

state once the work of the source state is complete . 

A pseudo state to establish the start of the event into an actual 
state. 

Signifles when a state transition ends. 

The merge branch bar symbol is also known as a "Synchronization 

Bar". Il merges concurrent transitions toa single target. Il splits a 

single transition into parallel transitions. 

Figure 3.5: The Activity Diagram Palette 

Figure 3.6: Gantt chart of the normal wafer flow 
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can be seen in Figure 3. 7. To retry a wafer the following conditions have to be 
met: 

The retry wafer is part of a lot with lot size 'l Wafer' 

The lot of the retry wafer is the only lot active. 

Exposed wafers can never get the status of retried. 

• Clearing lots 
Lot definitions can be cleared from the queue and from the machine as long as 
there are no wafers of this lot on one of the wafer stage chucks. This precondition 
is required because the wafer handler cannot swap the chucks to clear the wafers 
from the stage. 
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water handler water stage 

0 

00 
Figure 3. 7: Schema tic representation of the waferflow ( retry) 

In case the lot is not active, the lot is removed from the lot queue. When the 
lot is active all unexposed wafers, belonging to the lot which is being cleared, get 
the status rejected and are dismissed to the reject destination. In case not all 
wafers have been accepted from the track, the wafer handler accepts these wafers 
from the track until the end of lot is reached. All wafers become rejected and are 
dismissed to the reject destination. There are 3 possibilities for rejected wafers, 
namely: 

• All wafers to track without repositioning 
The flow is the same as the normal flow, only there are no actions at the different 
stations. This flow can be seen in Figure 3.3 

• All wafers to track with repositioning 
This can be seen in Figure 3.8. 

• Aborting lots 
The wafer handler is also able to stop the processing of a lot. Only active lots 
can be aborted. Wafer inputs and wafer outputs which are busy while the abort 
request is received by the wafer handler are finished. After this all wafers in 
the wafer handler system and the wafer stage system are rejected, including the 
ones already exposed. The wafers have to be removed by the operator using the 
material handler. When all wafers of the lot are removed, the lot is removed from 
the lot queue. 

3.4 Hardware-software interface 

The interface is defined as follows: The interface of the waf er handler system is between 
the driver software layer and the firmware layer. The interface is in accordance with 
the requirements mentioned in Chapter 2. The subsystems of the wafer handler are 
depicted in Appendix E , where the proposed interface is presented by the dashed line. 
Figure E.1 presents the hardware components of the robot. The dashed line presents 
the interface, block 1 presents the controller and block 2 presents the hardware. 
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water handler water stage 
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Figure 3.8: Schematic representation of the waferflow (reject) 
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2 

PID-c = axis contra/ w = vacuum valve 
co = position counter reg = register 
en = encoder adc = analog-digital converter 
am = amplifier SV = sensor vacuum 
ax = axis actuator svs = sensor vacuum supply 
sa = sensor amplifier enabled sd = sensor docking 
sh = sensor home sz = sensor gripper z 
cl = control logic ab = axis blocking z 
CV = cleangas valve 

Figure 3.9: Hardware-software interface: Robot 



Chapter 4 

The model 

This chapter describes the simulation model of the machine with the controller. First, 
the architecture used to model hardware and controller is presented in Section 4.1. 
Next, the model of the wafer handler is elaborated. It is a hierarchical model consisting 
of three layers. The bottom layer contains the simulated hardware. In the second 
layer , the component controllers are positioned. Finally, in the upper layer , the master 
controller , the synchronization controller and the controllers are found. A representation 
of the model is depicted in Figure 4.1. The simulated hardware of the wafer handler is 
presented in Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, the simulated controllers are discussed. Orders 
for the controller are presented in Section 4.3. Finally in Section 4.4 and 4.5, some test 
are executed and the model is verified. 

4.1 Architecture 

Although the primary object of this assignment is to develop a virtual machine, a simu
lation model of the hardware -layer one-, also apart of the controller is modelled. In this 
way it is possible to simulate, verify and validate the simulation model of the hardware. 
At first the component controllers are introduced in the second layer. These controllers 
are responsible for the hardware specific tasks, such as controlling the actuators and 
sensors. The component controllers are synchronized by the controllers at a third layer. 
Figure 4.1 illustrates the model of the wafer handler. 

4.2 Physical machine 

The wafer handler system consists of different components as described in Chapter 3. 
In this Section these components will be described for the logic model. 

Robot (R) 

The first part that will be described is the robot. This is system R in Figure 4.1 and 
consists of the following parts as described in Table 4.1. 

27 
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MC • Master controller 
se " Synchronisat1on controller 
CP ~ Controller Prealigner unit 
CL .., Controller Laad Robot 
CW " Controller Waferstage 
CU .., Controller Unload Robot 
CD • Controller Dtscharge unit 
CTî " Controller Track mput 
CTo • Controller Track output 
CPc .., Component Controller Prealigner Unit 
CLc "" Comçx)nent Conlroller Load Robot 
CWc " Component Controller Waterstage chuck 
CUc a Component Controller Unload Robot 
CDc • Component Controller Discharge Unit 
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- Track input 
... Prealigner Unit 
• Robot 
- Waterstage chf.Ja{ 1 
.., Waterstage chuck 2 
-= Discharge Unit 
" Trad<. output 

Figure 4.1: Architecture of the simulation model (S) 
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A graphical representation of the robot is presented in Figure B.3. Herein, process VM 
describes the physical behavior of the motor. It receives a setpoint via channel s of the 
component controller. According to the setpoint, a time delay is calculated with the 
function pid. After that , the motor synchronizes with the component controller (via 
channel t) and sends the new setpoint position to the encoder via channel m_e. The x 
specification of process VM is presented in Figure 4.2. 

proc VM(s : ?nat, t: -void ,m_e: !nat)= 
1 [ op,pp: nat 

1 op:= 1 
* [ true 

-> s?pp Il 
delta pid(pp,op) Il 

Il 
Il 

receive setpoint 
time delay: movement 
synchronize motor ready 
send encoder position m_e!pp 

op:=pp Il update setpoint position 

] 1 

Figure 4.2: Process motor 
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The encoder -process EN in Figure 4.3- is modelled using a discrete variable x. Process 
EN receives t he motor positions -the variables x- by channel m_e. The three motor 
positions determine the position of the robot. In the model, three positions of the robot 
are prescribed, the prealigner pO, wafer stage p1 and discharge position p3, these are 
the different load and unload positions of the gripper. When one of these positions is 
reached, process EN informs process GR via channel pw. Variable t in process GR is 
used to remember the robot position. A specification of process GR is given in Figure 
4. 7. If the prealigner or wafer stage position is reached, a docking situation is reached 
as well. For that reason the docking sensor will be activated via channel sd. 

Robot parts ( Process name) 

motor (VM) 
encoder (EN) 
vacuum valve ( VA ) 
vacuum sensor (Sensor) 
docking sensor (SensorD) 
gripper (GR) 

Table 4.1: Parts of the robot 

As mentioned in Chapter 3, the wafer stage bas two chucks, numbered by O and l. The 
variable i maintains the chuck which is at the laad or unload position. It starts with 
chuck O (variable pw is 1) followed by chuck 1 (variable pw is 2) , which repeats itself. 
The encoder's parameters are read from a file. These parameters are the prescribed 
encoder positions, where par-in gives the initial positions and par gives the load and 
unload positions. 

proc EN(m_e : (?nat)-3, sd: !bool, pw: !nat, par,parin: ?file)~ 
1 [ x ,p0,p1,p3: nat-3 

, i: nat 
, xs: (nat-3)-3 

par?xs; pO:=xs.0; pl:=xs.1; 
parin?x 
•[ j: nat<- 0 .. 3: m_e.j?x.j 

-> [ x=pO 
1 x=pl 
1 x=p3 

p3:=xs.2; i:=O 
// initial encoder positions 

-> sd!true; pw!O 
-> sd!true; pw!l+i; i:=1-i 
-> pw!3 

1 x/=pO and x/=pl 
] 

and x/=p3 -> skip 

] 1 

Figure 4.3: Process encoder 

Sensor modelling 

The behavior of the sensors present in the machine are modelled as presented in Figure 
4.4. The sensor process is used as a "pass through process". Information is received 
from an actuator via channel si and passed through to a component controller via the 
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proc Sensor(si: ?bool, s1: c-void).2)= 
1 [ v:bool 

1 •[ true; si?v 
not v; s1.o· 

) 1 

-> skip 
-> skip 
-> skip 

Figure 4.4: Process sensor 
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channels s 1. 0 and s 1.1 . Channel si 1s rece1 vmg a boolean val ue, dep en ding on this 
value, channel sl.O or s1.1 can synchronize with a component controller. S1.0 and s1.1 
are synchronization channels, since a component controller is not interested in the value 
but in the communication itself. Channel s1. 0 is used when the sensor value is false. 
Channel sl .1 is used when t he sensor value is true. 
Process SensorD -docking sensor- is a "pass through process" of a sensor as well. The 
main difference with the sensor process is that this process is only interested in the true 
value. 

proc SensorD(sd : ?bool, sdt : -void)= 
I [ b: bool 

1 •[ true; sd?b -> skip 
1 b; sdt- -> b : =false 
] 

) 1 

Figure 4.5: Process sensor docking 

Vacuum valve modelling 

In the model of the wafer handler system, vacuum valves have two positions, open and 
closed. A vacuum valve -process VA in Figure 4.6- receives a state via channel v, where 
state O means close and state 1 means open. In the model of the vacuum valve of the 
wafer handler system, four vacuum levels are defined: 

• clamped: 
clamping force is high enough for further action. 

• unclamped: 
clamping force is low enough for further action. 

• zero: 
indicated vacuum level with valve closed. 

• wafer detected: 
vacuum level indicating that a wafer is present. 
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In the model, it is assumed that vacuum coming through the holes is always on. Another 
assumption is that after a time t the damping force is high enough to damp a wafer 
when the signal open is received. The vacuum sensor (damp) is informed by channel 
sen_c. 
When a vacuum valve is dosed, after a time t the clamping force is low enough to 
undamp a wafer. The vacuum sensor (undamp) is informed by channel sen_uc. Wafer 
detection is checked by the material handler (in the Robot system process GR). Channel 
u informs process GR when the vacuum level is high enough to detect a wafer. 

proc Va(v: ?nat,sen_c,sen_uc: !bool, u: !nat, t: real)= 
1 [ x: nat 

1 *[ v?x; delta t; sen_uc!x=O; sen_c!x=l; u!x J 
J 1 

Figure 4.6: Process vacuum valve 

Material handling 

In the machine, sensors are not available, which can detect material directly. This is 
done indirectly by sending an actuator signal and reading the corresponding sensor 
value. 
The behavior of the material handling in the robot is modelled as presented in Figure 
4. 7. Process GR receives robot positions via channel pw and vacuum levels via channel 
u. According to the vacuum level, a damp, undamp or undef action will be performed. 
When a damp action has to be performed a wafer is received from one of the other 
components (via channel s_d) with regard to the robot position t. When an undamp 
action has to be performed a waf er is sent to one of the other components ( via channel 
d_s) with regard to the robot position t. When an undef action has to be performed an 
error occurred during transport of a wafer. 
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proc GR( u: ?nat 
, s_d: (?-wfr)-4, d_s: (!-wfr)-4 
, svcp: ! bool 
, p-w: ?nat)= 

1 [ z: -wfr 
, -wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef: bool 
, t,x: nat 
1 -wafer : = false; t:cO 
;•[ true; u?x 

) 1 

-> clamp:= not -wafer and x=1 
unclamp:= -wafer and x=O 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 
[ clamp -> s_d.t?z 

; svcp!true 
; wafer:= true 

unclamp -> d_s.t!z 
; svcp!false 
; -wafer:=false 

undef -> !time, "\terror in material handler GR\n" 

true; p-w?t -> !time,"\trobot position is\t",t,"\n" 

Figure 4. 7: Process Gripper 

Prealigner Unit (P) 
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Another component in the wafer handler system is the prealigner unit (system P in 
Figure 4.1) and consists of the parts described in Table 4.2. A graphical representation of 

1 Prealigner Unit parts 1 ( Process name) 

motor ( VMP) 
vacuum valve ( VA) 
vacuum sensor (Sensor) 
prealigner (PA ) 

Table 4.2: Parts of the prealigner unit 

the prealigner unit is given in Figure B.2. The prealigner unit has four different motors. 
These motors receive an encoder position and move to the correct position. \\!hen 
the position is reached a synchronization signal is sent to the component controller. 
The vacuum valve and sensors are specified as described in the Robot system. The 
prealigner process (PA) -material handling- is modelled analogous to process GR, with 
some small adaptions. At first, the prealigner is only interested in the vacuum level, the 
position of the prealigner remains the same. The prealigner can receive a wafer from 
three components, the wafer track, the load robot or the unload robot or can send a 
wafer to the load or unload robot. Figure 4.8 presents the specification of process PA. 
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proc PA(a,lr_pa: ?wfr 
,pa_lr : !wfr 
,u_c : ?nat 
,svpc : !bool)= 

1 [ z: wfr, wafer,clamp , unclamp,undef: bool, x : nat 
1 wafer:= false 
; *[ true; u_c?x 

] 1 

-> clamp:= not wafer and x=l 
unclamp:= wafer and x=O 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 

clamp 
-> [ a?z ->skip// receive wafer from track 

1 lr_pa?z ->skip// receive wafer from load robot 
// 1 ur_pa?z ->skip// receive wafer from unload robot 

] 

svpc !true 
wafer := true 
pa_lr!z 

//1 pa_ur!z -> skip 
1 unclamp 

-> svpc!false 
; wafer:= false 

// send water to load robot 
// send wafer to unload robot 

Figure 4.8: Process Prealigner unit 

Wafer stage unit ( W1, W2) 
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The next component that will be described is the waferstage unit. This component 
consists of the parts as described in Table 4.3 and is presented in Figure B.4. 

Wafer stage unit parts (Process name) 

vaeuum valve (VA _w) 
vaeuum sensor (Sensor) 
position sensor ehuek (Sensor) 
loek sensor ehuek (Sensor) 
motor (MEp) 
motor ehuek (MCh) 
loek chuek (LCh) 
power (POW} 
wafer stage unit (WSJ} 

Table 4.3: Parts of the wafer stage unit 

Figure 4.9 specifies process LCh -Loek chuck. It receives a state from the component 
controller and according to the state -variable a represents loek ( a=l) or unlock ( a=O)-, 
the sensor becomes true or false. 
Process MCh -in Figure 4.10- describes the physical behavior of the chuck motor. The 
chuck moves between three posit ions, load position (a=O), unload position (a=l) and 
process position (a=2). The delta stat ements are time delays, for reaching the corre
sponding sensor. 
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proc LCh(l_ch: ?nat, sl_chi: !bool)= 
1 [ a:nat 

1 *[ true; l_ch?a; delta 0 . 05; sl_chi!a=l J 
J 1 

Figure 4.9: Process Locker 

proc MCh(m_ch : ?nat , sp0_chi,sp1_chi,sp2_chi: !bool, t_ch:-void)= 
1 [ a,i: nat // new position 

1 *[ true; m_ch?a 

J 1 

-> t_ch
delta 0 . 05 
sp0_chi!false ; spl_chi!false; sp2_chi!false 
[ a=2; delta 0.05 -> sp2_chi!true 
1 a=l; delta 2.95 -> spl_chi!true 
1 a=0; delta 1.95 -> sp0_chi!true 
J 

// process 
// unload 
// load 

Figure 4.10: Process Motor Chuck 
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Process MEp - in Figure 4.11- describes the motor of the E-pins. After the motor is ac
tivated, the process is able to receive positions of the component controller via channel 
m_ep and reaches these positions after a delay time. 

proc MEp(m_ep: ?nat, a_ep: ?nat,t_ep,t_epa: -void)= 
1 [ a,op,p_ep: nat 
1 •[ true ; a_ep?a // activate E-PINS 

J 1 

-> delta 0 .01; t_epa-
a=l; m_ep?p_ep 
-> delta pid(p_ep,op) 

t_ep-
; op:=p_ep 

Discharge unit (D) 

Figure 4.11: Process Motor E-pins 

The last component in the wafer handler system is the discharge unit . It consists of a 
vacuum valve with corresponding vacuum sensors ( VA and Sensors). Process DIS is 
modelled for handling the material in the discharge unit. The x-models of all processes 
are presented in Appendix B.2. 
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proc WSl(w_ur: !wfr, lr_w: ?wfr 
,u,u_ch: ?nat, s_epi,s_chi: !bool)= 

1 [ z: wfr, wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef: bool, x,xc: nat 
1 wafer:= false 

] 1 

*[ true; u?x 
-> clamp:= not wafer and x=l 

unclamp:= wafer and x=l 
undef := not clamp and not unclamp 

; [ clamp 
-> s_epi!x=l Il sensor e-pins clamp 

lr_w?z Il waferstage receives wafer from load robot 
wafer:= true 
u_ch?xc 
s_chi!xc=l 
u?x 
s_epi!x=l 

unclamp 
-> s_epi!x=l 

u_ch?xc 
w_ur!z 
u?x 
s_epi!x=l 
s_chi!xc=l 
waf er: =false 

II chuck clamp 
Il sensor chuck clamp 
Il e-pins unclamp 
Il sensor e-pins unclamp 

Il sensor e-pins unclamp 

Figure 4.12: Process Wafer stage unit 

Discharge Unit parts 1 (Process name) 

vacuum valve {VA) 
vacuum sensor (Sensor) 
discharge unit (DIS} 

Table 4.4: Parts of the discharge unit 

4.3 Controller 
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As mentioned before the controller consists of two main parts, the logical part and 
the temporal and behavioral part. These parts can be tested separately. The logical 
part of the wafer handler is described as first. The involving parts (Master Controller , 
Synchronization Controller and Controllers) are depicted in Figure 4.1 in the upper 
closed boundary (part 3). Thereafter the Component Controllers will be described. 

Master Controller 

The Master Controller -process MC in Figure 4.13- is the high level controller and 
sends task lists to the different controllers. The Master Controller is able to control two 
different sequences. These sequences are described in Section 4.5. Each sequence has 
its own particular task lists. Process MC receives task lists via channel a. These lists 
are dispatched over the components -seven in total- via channel MC_component. One 
component -wafer stage- has three task lists, (initial, normal and terminate). The task 
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lists are described in Appendix A.4. 

proc MC(MC_Ti,MC_CL,MC_CU,MC_CP,MC_CW,MC_CD,MC_To: !alc,a:?file)= 
1 [ n,b: nat, xs : (alc)-9, c:(nat)-6 

1 n:=1; b:=25 ; c:=<1,1 , 1,1,1,1> Il b= number of vafers, c=initial value, n=initial value 
a?xs ;!"\t",xs,"\n" Il xs= task lists 
•[ c.O<=b; MC_Ti!xs.O -> c.O :=c .0+1 Il Track in 

1 c . l<=b; MC_CP!xs.1 -> c.1: =c.1+1 Il Prealigner unit 
1 c.2<=b; MC_CL!xs.2 -> c.2:=c.2+1 Il Load robot 
1 n<3 ; MC_CW!xs .3 -> n : =n+l Il init 
1 n>2 and n<=b; MC_CW!xs .4 - > n:=n+l Il Wafer stage unit 
1 n=b+l; MC_CW!xs . 5 -> n:=n+l Il terminate 
1 c.3<=b; MC_CU!xs .6 -> c.3 : =c . 3+1 Il Unload robot 
1 c.4<=b; MC_CD!xs.7 - > c .4:=c . 4+1 I l Discharge unit 
1 c . S<=b; MC_To!xs . 8 - > c . 5 :=c.5+1 Il Track out 
] 

] 1 

Figure 4.13: x specification of the Master Controller 

Synchronization Controller 
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The Synchronization Controller se is modelled as described in Section 2.3. The only 
task of process Se is to synchronize the different components. The synchronization list 
ys is composed according to the activity diagram of Figure A.3. As can seen there are 
seven components. Therefore seven synchronization channels are needed. The activity 
diagram is divided into blocks. These blocks represent the parallel activities of the waf er 
handler. 

Black I for example is: 

[< 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >] 

The actionlist of component 1 (Track in) is defined as follows: 

[< sync, 0.0 >, < a, 5.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a, 2.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 

The actionlist of component 2 (Prealigner unit) is defined as follows: 

[< sync, 0.0 >, <al, 0.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 0.5 >, 
< a3 , 13.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a4, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< a5, 0. 75 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a6 , 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >, < a7, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 

The synchronization lists of the other blocks and the t ask lists of the other components 
are defined at the same manner. These lists are presented in Appendix A.4 and A.5 . 
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TRACK IN 

Track start 
1 

Tl(2) 

6 

PREALIGNER 
UNIT 

I 

Figure 4.14: Black I of the activity diagram 
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It is easy to see if black I starts, it first has to synchronize with component 1 (Ttack 
in). If task 1 of component 1 is ready it synchronizes again. Thereafter component 2 
(Prealigner unit) synchronizes (point 3) and starts with task 1 (PA(l)). This holds on 
until the complete list is passed through. 
The x specification of the Synchronization Controller is presented in Figure 4.15 
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proc SC(s: c-void)-7, d : ?file)= 
1 [ ys,yc: (scm•)-7 

t,b,yy: nat 
, k: nat• 
, m: scm 
, bb: (bool)-3 
, general: bool 
, 11: nat-3 

] 1 

d?ys; bb:= <true,true,true> 
k:= [O]; m:= <1,0,0,0,0,0,0>; yc:= ys; 11:=<0,0,0> 
•[ m/=<0,0,0,0,0,0,0> 

-> [ j: nat<- 0 .. 7: m. j=l; s.j- -> t:=j] 
b:= h(yc,t,k) 
yc.b:= tl(yc.b) 
general:= true 
[ yc. b= [] 

-> •[ b=O and bb.O 
-> k:s ff(k,b,"first",11); bb.O:= false; general:= false 
b=l and bb.1 
-> k:s ff(k,b, "first" ,11); bb.1:= false; general:= false 
b=3 and bb.2 
-> k:= ff(k,b,"first",11); bb.2:,; false; general:= false 

; [ general 
-> [ b=O 

1 b=l 
1 b=2 
I b=3 
1 b=4 or b=5 or b=6 
] 

-> 11.0:=1 
-> 11:=<0,0,0> 
-> 11.2:=1 
-> yy:=yy+l 
-> skip 

[ yy<24 -> k:= ff(k,b,"general",11) 
1 b=4 and yy>23 -> k:= ff(k,b, "last" ,11) 
1 b/=4 and yy>23 -> k:= ff(k,b, "general" ,11) 
] 

not general -> skip 

yc.b/=[] -> skip 

m:= builds(yc,k) 
yc:= p(yc,ys) 

Figure 4.15: x specification of the Synchronization Controller 
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The following functions are needed for the correct execution of the synchronization con
trol process. The functional description is below, the x specifications are in Appendix 
B.2. 

• Function h 
Function h determines which of the active blocks has synchronized. 

• Function ff 
Function ff updates the synchronization blocks. This function has two subfunc
tions, function f and function ch. 
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1 Variable Meaning 

m mask 
k list of active synchronization blocks 
yc current synchronization lists 
ys initial synchronization lists 
t component which synchronizes 
b synchronization black which synchronizes 
xs new blocks that has to synchronize 

Table 4.5: Variables of the Synchronization process 

F\mction J 
Function f adds the elements of two tuples. 

Function ch 
Function ch replaces the elements in a list. 
[1,2,3] ._ 2 changes in 4 ._ [1,3,4] 

• Function builds 
Function builds builds a new mask for the next synchronization. 

• Function p 
Function p replaces an empty list into an initial list. 

Component Controller 
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The Component Controller tasks are to control the actuators of each component. The 
x specification of one of the Component Controllers -load robot- is presented in Figure 
4.16. In the main loop a task is received from the load robot controller CL. Which 

proc CLc(CL_c: ?cmp*, s_lr: (!nat)-3, t_lr: c-void)-3, sdt: -void 
, sv_lr: c-void)-2, v_lr: !nat,c_CL: -void)= 

1 [ d:bool, xs:cmp• 
1 •[ CL_c?xs 

] 1 

-> •[ len(xs) > 0 
-> [ hd(xs).O="Mrot" -> s_lr.O!hd(xs).1; xs:=tl(xs); s_lr.1!hd(xs).1 

t_lr.o-; t_lr . 1-
hd(xs).O="Mx" -> s_lr.O!hd(xs).1; t_lr.o
hd(xs).O="Mr" -> s_lr.1!hd(xs).1; t_lr.1-
hd(xs).O~"Mz" -> s_lr . 2!hd(xs) . 1; t_lr.r 
hd(xs).O="Sd" -> sdt-
hd (xs). O="Sv" -> sv _lr. (hd (xs) . 1)-

hd (xs). O="V" -> v_lr!hd(xs).1 

xs:=tl(xs) 

Figure 4.16: x specification of a Component Controller 
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action will be executed (e.g. "Mrot") depends on the contents of the task. Once all 
actions of the task have been processed, the component controller CLc synchronizes 
with the load robot controller. Thereafter the component controller is ready to receive 
a new task. Example 4.1 shows a task with some single actions. 

Example 4.1 (Execution of a task) 

Suppose the following task has to be executed -pick up a wafer from the prealigner 
unit with the load robot- then the following action list will be executed. 

[< Mz,29685 >,< Sd,l >,< V, l >,< Sv,l >] 

In the sequel, the single actions are, activate the motor of the z-axis and send setpoint , 
synchronization with the docking sensor, activate t he vacuum valve and send new value, 
synchronization with the vacuum sensor. Therefore the behavioral correctness is checked 
by the component controller. 

D 

The x specifications of the other component controllers are presented in Appendix B.2. 
The task descriptions are presented in Appendix A.3. The advantage of a component 
controller is that this controller is independent of the controllers at a higher level. 

Tempora! correctness 

At first the temporal correctness of the wafer handler is neglected because the times are 
not well known. It is easy to implement the correctness of the tempora} behavior. The 
x specification below checks on temporal correctness. In this specification, the variable 

hd(xs).O="Mx" -> s_lr.O!hd(xs) . O 
[ true; delta x -> !tempora! error 
1 true; t_lr . o- -> skip 
J 

x is the time within an action has to be executed. If the timing requirement is not met 
a temporal error will occur. 

Order specifications for the controllers 

The following definitions are used in the simulation model. 

• Order 
An order is defined as the route of a wafer in the wafer handler. 

• Task 
An order is decomposed into a sequence of tasks, such as 'pick up a wafer ' and 
'synchronize'. 
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• Action 
Tasks are decomposed into a sequence of actions, such as 'rotate to point 1000' 
and 'open valve'. 

Environment 

The wafer handler is a subsystem of the Twinscan machine. It is connected to the 
track -for the input and the output of wafers- and to the wafer stage. Therefore the 
environment consists of the following parts: 

• Track input, 
This process generates waf ers for the wafer handler. The Track input has a list of 
wafers, called a lot, which are sent one by one to the wafer handler. 

• Wafer stage (load position), 
This process is able to receive wafers from the wafer handler. 

• Wafer stage (unload position), 
This process is able to send wafers to the wafer handler. 

• Track output, 
This process receives wafers from the wafer handler, and puts these wafers in a 
list. 

The models of the wafer stage unit are specified in Section 4.2. The x specifications of 
the track input and track output are given in Figure 4.17 and 4.18. 

proc Ti(tri_b: ?real,tri_d: -void, a: !vfr,vl:?file)s 
1 [ xs: lot, t: real 

1 vl?xs // receive vaferlist 

J 1 

*[ true 
-> tri_b?t 

delta t 
tri_d
a!hd(xs) 
xs:= tl(xs) 
tri_b?t 
delta t 
tri_d-

// track task begin 
// track robot moves vafer to prealigner 
// track task done 
// send vafer 
// remove vafer from list 
// track task begin 
// track robot arm retracts 
// track task done 

Figure 4.17: x specification: Track input 

4.4 Verification and validation 

The objective of this Section is to verify and validate the results of the simulations with 
the specifications of Chapter 3. In case of the wafer handler, parallel behavior between 
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proc To(tro_b: ?real,tro_d: -void, b: ?wfr)= 
1 [ xs: lot, x: wfr, t: real 

1 xs:=[] 
*[ true 

-> tro_b?t // track task begin 
delta t // track robot takes wafer from discharge 
b?x // receive wafer 
xs:= xs ++ [x] // put wafer in list 
tro_d- // track task done 
tro_b?t // track task begin 
delta t // track robot arm retracts 
tro_d- // track task done 

] 1 

Figure 4.18: x specification: Track output 

the components must be verified and time response of the actuators and sensors must 
be validated. Another item that has to be verified is the material flow through the 
machine. For verification and validation purposes, the test results can be presented in 
different ways. Three methods can be distinguished: 

• Trace files 
During simulation, the events with corresponding simulation times are written in 
a text file. According to this file, processes can be validated on time response. 

• Gantt charts 
The output of the simulation can be drawn in a Gantt chart. In these charts the 
events are presented as horizontal bars, where the length represents the duration 
of an event. The sources are also presented. In this way it is possible to gain a 
clear understanding of the parallel processes on the different sources. 

• Visualization with Labview via Python 
The visualization presents the traject of the wafers through the machine. Even the 
movements and states of the different components can be presented. According 
to the results of the visualization it is easy to verify the correct behavior of the 
system. 

The simulation model of the wafer handler system is subdivided into different subsys
tems. Each subsystem represents one component of the wafer handler as described in 
Chapter 3. The modelling of the system and verification and validation of the simulation 
model is too complex to be handled at once. Therefore the modelling, verification and 
validation of the model is performed using modular decomposition. Each component 
is modelled and the behavior is verified and validated as specified for that subsystem. 
Testing of the simulation model is as follows: 

• Item 1: Validate each simulated modelling part of the system on time response. 

• Item 2: Verify complete simulation model on the following items. 
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Figure 4.22: Visualization of the wafer handler 

One wafer retry sequence 

In case the wafer should be retried, the unloaded wafer from wafer stage is transferred 
to the prealigner again. Furthermore no new wafers are accepted from the track. The 
wafers present in the waf er handler are moved around between the locations to restore 
-first in first out- order. The actions are described below. 

• Unload the retry wafer from the unload position (WS,UR). 

• Abort prealignment if busy. 

• Transfer the wafer which is on prealigner or load robot to the discharge unit for 
temporary buffering (P,LR,D). 

• Transfer the retry wafer to the prealigner unit (UR,P).) 

• Prealign the retry wafer. 

• Load ret ry waf er to the wafer stage unit (P,LR, WS). 

• Transfer buffered wafer from discharge to prealigner (D,LR,P). 

• Prealign the buffered wafer again. 

A wafer retry could occur at any moment during the normal wafer sequence. 

Wafer reject sequence 

In case a wafer should be rejected, it will be handled like a normal sequence. 



Chapter 5 

Conclusions and 
recommendations 

The conclusions and most important observations of the project will be discussed next. 
Recommendations for future research are presented at the end of this chapter. 

5.1 Conclusions 

The objective of the project is to develop a concept for enhanced simulation facilities 
that can be used for software validation purposes. Therefore the simulation method 
of the ASML Twinscan machine is investigated and a framework is developed for en
hanced simulations. Regarding the first objective, the simulation method of ASML have 
been analyzed. It can be concluded that, the simulation method is toa simplistic for 
verification and validation of the ASML software during test phases. It is unable to 
test realistic machine behavior and interactions between the different subsystems of the 
ASML machine. 
As a result, some errors in the control software are discovered during tests on the real 
hardware. Therefore a simulation framework is set up for enhancing the simulation 
facilities. 

Simulation framework 

The simulation framework consists of three stages. The first stage represents the con
trol system with corresponding machine as given. Here, the physical means used by 
the machine are described and determined. The functionality of the control system is 
described as well. From this a simulation model is derived in stage two. The simulation 
model -a logical specification of the hardware with control system- is described in the 
specification language x- The third stage is the implementation stage. Here the control 
system is replaced by the developed control system of stage one. In this project the 
focus is on describing the functionality of the system and modelling of the simulation 
model. Therefore, some general ideas and principles are presented for the modelling, 
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verification and validation of the model with respect to the following items: 

• Architecture of the model 

• Machine modelling 

• Material modelling 

• Controller modelling 

• Verification and validation methods 

Conclusions with regard to the case 

In this project, the framework for enhanced simulation is executed on one of the sub
systems of the Twinscan. The description of the design and validation of the model 
has been the primary focus of the case. A virtual machine has been created using the 
general ideas in the simulation framework. Second, a control system is designed and 
validated using this virtual machine, where it is only tested under deterministic opera
tion times. It can be concluded that the model raises the behavior as described in the 
analysis. Furthermore only the first two steps of the design method "testing control 
system" are applied using the formalism x in the simulation phase. For implementation 
purposes, only some requirements are described . 

5.2 Recommendations 

Two types of recornmendations can be distinguished. Recommendations with regard to 
the case and recommendations for further research. 

• Recommendations with regard to the case 

Elaboration of the last step of the design method "testing control system". 

The introduction of error handling in the simulation model 

• Recommendations for further research 

Testing real-time behavior of the software can be done by real-time discrete event 
simulation models. For testing performance criteria as over lay and imaging, a real
time continuous model is needed . Overlay and imaging performance measures are 
calculated in the metrology part of the controller of the Twinscan machine. How 
this will be done, and which parts of the hardware must be modelled is for further 
research. 
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Appendix A 

Wafer handler description 

A.1 Activity diagrams 

The sequence of the waferhandler is depicted in Figure A.l as an activity diagram. The 
tasks are represented as bars and are connected to each other with arrows. These tasks 
will be described in Section A.3 in Table A.l until A.7. 

TRACK IN 
PAEAUONER LOAD 

UNrT ROBOT 
WAFEA 
STAGE 

UML.OAD DtSCHARGE 
ROBOT UNIT TRAC1< OOT 

Figure A.l: Activity Diagram of the Wafer Handler during normal sequence 

There are two exceptions in the activity diagram: 

• Exceptional first two wafers 
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TRACKOI 
PREAUGNER LOAE> 

UNT ROBOT 
WAFER 
STAGE 

UNLOAD DCSCHAROE 
ROBOT lNT 

TIIACKOOT 

Figure A.2: Activity Diagram of .the Wafer Handler during normal sequence 
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An arrow from W(proc) to W(7) is drawn instead of an arrow from W(proc) to 
UR(l). 

• Exceptional last two wafers 
An arrow from W(6) to W(proc) and UR(4) is drawn instead of an arrow from 
UR(4) to W(7). 

The activity diagram with exceptions is presented in Figure A.2. 
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After that the activity diagram is divided into blocks. These blocks are used in the syn
chronization controller of the simulation model. The seperation into blocks is presented 
in Figure A.3. 

A.2 

TRACK IN 
PREAUGNER LOAD 

UNIT ROBOT 
WAFER 
STAOE 

UNLOAO DtSCHARGE 
ROBOT LNT 

TRACK OUT 

Figure A.3: Activity Diagram of the Wafer Handler during normal sequence 

Gantt charts 

The Figures A.4, A.5 and A.6 present the sequence of a lot of 6 wafers in a Gantt chart. 
Figure A.4 presents the start of this lot, with the exceptional first two wafers. Figure 
A.5 presents the normal sequence and Figure A.6 the end of the lot with the exceptional 
last two wafers. 
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Figure A.4: Gantt chart normal sequence (begin part) 
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Figure A.5: Gantt chart normal sequence (middle part) 
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Ti 1 

1 
PA 1 

LR 1 
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UR 

D 

1 rn ·I · I· · ' 2 ·I · I· · 
1 

1 ' -- --
To 1 ' . . ' 

Figure A.6: Gantt chart normal sequence ( end part) 
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A.3 Task description 

In this section the tasks of the activity diagrams are described. 

Action num
ber 

(Action description,Action value) 

Tl(J) (a,5) 
Tl(2) (a,2.5) 

Table A.l: Actions of the track input as implemented in 2.01 / 3.1 

Action num-
(Action description,Action value) 

ber 

PA ( J) (Vdr,l)(Sv_dr,1) 
PA (2) (Mtsu,1) 
PA {3) (Mce,13) 
PA (4) (Mdo,1) (Mdr,2) (Mtsu,O) 
PA {S} (Mdo,2) 
PA (6} (Vdr,O)(Sv_dr,O) 
PA (7) (Mdo,1) 

Table A.2: Actions of the prealigner unit as implemented in 2.01 / 3.1 

Action num-
(Action description,Action value) 

her 

LR{J) (Mr,95057) (Mrot ,50063) (Mrot ,89370) (Mr,100490) 
LR{2) (Mr,104780)(Mr,105200)(Sd,1) 
LR(3) (V,O)(Sv,O) 
LR{4) (Mr,104780) (Mr,50063) 
LR(S} (Mrot,156590)(Mrot,156590) 
LR{6} (Mr,188220)(Mr,188860) 
LR{7) (Mz,29685) (Sd,1) (V ,l)(Sv,1) 
LR{B) (Mz,51948)(Mr,188220) 
LR{9) (Mr,15659) 
LR(JO) (Mz, 7421)(Mrot,55750) (Mrot,55750) 

Table A.3: Actions of the load robot as implemented in 2.01/3.1 
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Action num-
(Action description,Action value) her 

WS{l ) (M_Ep,l)(V _Ep,1) (S__Ep,1) 
WS{2) (M_Ep,2) 
WS(3) (M_Ep,l)(V _Ch,l)(S_Ch,l)(L_Ch,O)(Pow,O)(V __Ep,O) 

(S__Ep ,O) (M__Ep,O) (A__Ep,O) (SLCh,O) (M_Ch,2) (Sp2_Ch,1) 
WS(4) (M_Ch,l)(SpLCh,l)(Pow,l)(V __Ep,l)(V _Ch,O)(A--Ep,l)(M__Ep,1) 

(S__Ep,l)(L_Ch,l)(SLCh,l)(M-Ep,1) 
WS(5) (M_Ep,3) 
WS(6) (V __Ep ,O) (S_Ep,O) (M--Ep,O) (A-Ep,O) (L_Ch,O) (Pow ,0) 
WS(7) ( S_Ch,O) (L_Ch,O) ( SLCh,O) , (M-Ch,O), ( SpO _Ch,1) (L_Ch,1) (Pow ,1) 
WS{8) (SLCh,l)(A-Ep,1) 

Table A.4: Actions of t he wafer stage unit as implemented in 2.01 / 3.1 

Action num-
(Action description,Action value) her 

UR(J) (Mr,209450)(Mr,209870)(V,1) 
UR(2) (Sv,1) 
UR {3) (Mr,209450) (Mr,194040) 
UR (4) (Mrot, 149050) (Mrot,188360) (Mr,149050) (Mrot,48214) 

(Mrot,48214)(Mz,59369) 
UR(5) (Mr,80401)(V,O) 
UR(6) (Mz,37106) 
UR(7) (Mz,7421)(Mr,48214) 
UR(8) (Mrot,154740)(Mrot,154740) 

Table A.5: Actions of the unload robot as implemented in 2.01 / 3.l 

Action num-
(Action description,Action value) her 

Dl(l ) (VJ)i ,1) 
Dl{2) (S_Di,1) 
DI(3) (V J)i,O) 
(Dfree) 

Table A.6: Actions of the discharge unit as implemented in 2.01 / 3.l 

Action num
her (Action description,Action va lue) 

TO(l ) (a,5 ) 
T0(2) (a,2.5) 

Table A.7: Actions of the track output as implemented in 2.01 / 3.1 
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A.4 Task lists of the controllers 

The controllers use task lists for describing the sequence of the components tasks. The 
several task lists of the different components are presented below. 

Task list of component 1 (Track in) is defined as follows: 

[< sync, 0.0 >, < a, 5.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a, 2.5 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 2 (Prealigner Unit) is: 

[< sync, 0.0 >,<al , 0.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 0.5 >, 
< a3, 13.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a4, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< a5,0.75 >,< sync,0.0 >,< sync,0.0 >,< a6,0.2 >,< sync,0.0 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >, < a7, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 3 (Load Robot): 

[< a5, 1.3 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a6 , 1.55 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < a7, 0.95 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a8, 1.3 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a9, 0.7 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < alO, 1.1 >, 
< al, 3.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 0.7 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< a3 , 0.5 >,< sync, 0.0 >,< sync, 0.0 >,< a4,l.2 >,< sync,0.0 >] 

Task list of component 4 (Wafer stage (start)): 

[< a7, 0.3 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a8, 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< al, 0.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 0.3 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >, < a3 , 2.0 >, < a, 26.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 4 (Wafer stage): 

[< sync, 0.0 >, < a4, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a5, 0.4 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a6, 0.6 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< a7, 0.3 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a8, 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< al , 0.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 0.3 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >, < a3, 2.0 >, < a, 26.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 4 (Wafer stage (end)): 

[< sync, 0.0 >, < a4, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a5, 0.4 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a6, 0.6 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< a, 26.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a4, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < a5, 0.4 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a6, 0.6 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 
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Task list of component 5 (Unload robot): 

[< sync, 0.0 >,<al , 0.7 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2, 1.5 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a3, 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< a4 , 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a5 , 3.2 >, < a6, 1.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < a7, 0. 7 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a8, 2.0 >, 

< sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 6 (Discharge Unit): 

[< sync, 0.0 >,<al , 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a2 , 0.2 >, 
< sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a3, 0.2 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, 

< a, 0.0 > , < sync, 0.0 >] 

Task list of component 7 (Track out): 

[< sync, 0.0 >, < a, 5.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < sync, 0.0 >, < a, 2.5 >, < sync, 0.0 >] 
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A.5 Synchronization lists of the synchronization controller 

The synchronization between the different components is controlled by the synchroniza
tion controller which uses synchronization lists as described in Section 4.3. These lists 
are presented below, where synchronization black I is: 

[< 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 1, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 1, 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 , 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >] 

Synchronization black II is: 

[< 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0 , 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< o, o, 1, 0, o,o, o >,< 0, 1, o, o, o,o, o >,< 0, 1, o, o, o, o, o >,< o, o, 1, 0, o, o,o >, 
< 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 

< o,o,1 , 0, o,o,o >] 

Synchronization black JIJ is: 

[< 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 , 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0 >, 

< 0,0,0, 1,0,0,0 >] 

Synchronization black IV is: 

[< o, o, o,1,0, o,o >] 
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Synchronization block V is: 

[< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >, 

< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0, 0 >] 

Synchronization block VI is: 

[ < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 >, 

< 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 0 > , < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >] 

Synchronization block VII is: 

[< 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, 
< 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 >, < 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 >] 
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Appendix B 

Simulation model description 

This appendix presents the complete source code of the simulation model used for the 
verification and validation of the virtual machine. The simulation model is written 
in guarded command language x. x is a simulation language based on discrete-event 
simulations and is developed for simulation and control purposes of industrial systems. 
In this research version 0. 7 is used. In Figure B.1 the x-model is depicted. 

B.1 Architecture of the wafer handler model 

Figure B. l represents the architecture of the wafer handler model. The systems P, R, 
Wl , W2 and D in Figure B.1 consist of processes as depicted in Figure B.2 until B.5. 
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MC " Master controller 
SC * Synchronisation controller 
CP " Controller Prealigner unit 

Ti • Track input 
P • Prealigner Unit 
R • Robot 

CL ... Comrotler Load Robot 
CW " Controller Waferstage 
CU • Controller Unload Robot 
CD • Controller Discha,ge unir 
CTi • Controller Track input 

W1 • Waterstage chuck t 
W2 • Waterstage chuck. 2 
D • Discharge Unit 
To • Track output 

CTo • Controller Trad{. output 
CPc • Component Controller Prea/igner Unit 
CLc " Cofl'J)Onent Controller Load ROOOt 
CWc • ColTJ)Of1ent C,ontrolJer Waferstage chuck 
Cl.Ic • ConJ,onenl Con~o•er Unload Robot 
CDc • Corrponent Controller Discharge Unit 

Figure B. l: Architecture of the simulation model (S) 

VMP - Motor 
Va_ w • Vacuum valve 
Sensor • Vacuum sensor 
PA ... Preafigne, Unit 

Figure B.2: Architecture of system (P) 
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( \ 1 
1 1 IIV'C'cl , 

.r J ' ' ,n -cpl .,, 

~ 6 
.n-ry} 

' 
., 

, .. ~~ 

, _J J, 

EN • Encoder 
VM • Moror 
Va • Vacuum valve 

Sensor • Vacuum sensor 
Sensord. Dod<ing sensor 
GR • Gripper 

Figure B.3: Architecture of system (R) 

Mf=p • Motor 
MCh • Motor 
LCh c Motor 
Va_w • Vacuum vatve 

Senso, .Sens<,, 
WS • Waterstage chuck 

,r, d , i 

, ,,, 
., ch 
, pU c:lr 1p l d, ip2_ch 
d clr 

Figure B.4: Architecture of system (Wl and W2) 

Va_ w • Vawum valve 
Sensor • Vacuum sensor 
DIS c Discharge Unit 

Figure B.5: Architecture of system (D) 
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B.2 Source code 

Il Wafer Handler (WH) 

Il ------------------
11 model without error-handling, initialisation and termination 

type act string Il Task 
# real Il Value 

ale act* Il List of tasks 
scm nat-7 Il Number of components 
wfr nat-3 Il ID-number, type number and status 
cmp string Il Action 

# nat Il Value 
lot wfr* Il List of wafers 

proc MC(MC_Ti,MC_CL,MC_CU,MC_CP,MC_CW,MC_CD,MC_To: !ale, a: ?file)= 
1 [ n,b: nat, xs: (alc)-9, c: (nat)-6 

1 n:=1 Il n=initial value 
b:=6 Il b= number of wafers 
c:=<1, 1 ,1,1,1,1> Il c=initial value 
a?xs ; ! 11 \t",xs,"\n 11 

// xs= action list 
•[ c.O<=b; MC_Ti!xs.O -> c.O:=c.0+1 

I c.l<=b; MC_CP!xs.1 -> c.1:=c.1+1 
1 c . 2<=b; MC_CL!xs . 2 -> c.2 : =c.2+1 
1 n<3 ; MC_CW!xs . 3 -> n:=n+l 
1 n>2 and n<=b; MC_CW!xs.4 -> n:=n+l 
1 n=b+l; MC_CW!xs.5 -> n:=n+l 
1 c . 3<=b; MC_CU!xs.6 -> c.3:=c.3+1 
1 c.4<=b; MC_CD!xs.7 -> c.4:=c.4+1 
1 c . 5<=b; MC_To!xs.8 -> c.5 :=c . 5+1 
] 

] 1 

func h(yc : (scm•)-7, t: nat, k : nat•) ->nat= 
1 [ b,l :nat 
I•[ len(k) > 0 

] 1 

-> l := hd(k) 
[ hd(yc.l) . t=l -> b:= hd(k); k : = [] 
I hd(yc.l).t=O -> k := tl(k) 
] 

ret b 

func ch(b : nat, k,xs: nat•)-> nat*= 
1 [ 

] 1 

len(k) = 1 
-> k := xs 
len(k) = 2 
-> [ hd(k)=b 

1 hd(tl(k) )=b 
] 

len(k) = 3 
-> [ hd(k)=b 

I hd(tl(k))=b 
1 hd(tl(tl(k)))=b 
] 

ret k 

-> k:= tl(k) ++ xs 
-> k:= [hd(k) ] ++ xs 

-> k : = tl(k) ++ xs 
-> k:= [hd(k)] ++ tl(tl(k)) ++ xs 
-> k : = [hd(k)] ++ [hd(tl(k))] ++ xs 
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func f(m,n : scm) - > scm = 
1 [ x :scm, i: nat 
1 i:= O 
;•[ i <7 

J 1 

-> x.i:= m.i+n.i 
; i : = i+1 

ret x 

func builds(yc: (scm•)-7, k: nat•) -> scm 
1 [ m,n:scm 

1 m:= <0,0,0,0,0,0,0> 
•[ len(k) > 0 

J 1 

-> n:= hd(yc.hd(k)) 
m:= f(m,n) 
k : = tl(k) 

ret m 

func p (yc,ys : (scm•)-7) -> (scm•)-7 
1 [ i: nat 

1 i:= O 

J 1 

•[ i < 7 
-> •[ len(yc.i)=O -> yc.i:= ys.i] 

; i:= i+1 

ret yc 

func ff(k: nat•, b: nat , 1 : string, 11 : nat-3) ->nat•= 
1 [ [ l ="first" 

J 1 

-> [ b=O 
1 b=1 
1 b=3 
J 

l st1 gener al Il 

-> [ b=O and 
1 b=O and 
1 b=1 
1 b=2 and 
1 b=2 and 
1 b=3 
1 b=4 
1 b=5 
1 b=6 
J 

l="last" 
-> [ b=4 

ret k 

-> k:= ch(b,k, [1]) 
-> k:= ch(b,k, [0,2)) 
-> k:= ch(b,k, [2)) 

11=<1,0 ,1 > -> k:= ch(b , k, [1]) 
11/=<1,0,1> -> k := ch(b,k, [] ) 

-> k:= ch(b,k, [O]) 
11=<1,0, 1> -> k:= ch(b,k , [1,3)) 
11/=<1, 0,1> -> k:= ch(b ,k, [3]) 

-> k:= ch(b,k,[4]) 
-> k:= ch(b,k, [2,5)) 
-> k:= ch(b,k, [6]) 
-> k: = ch(b,k, [] ) 

-> k:= ch(b,k, [3,5))) 

proc SC(s: c-void)-7, d : ?file)= 
1 [ ys,yc: (scm•) - 7, t,b,yy: nat, k: nat•, m: scm 

, bb: (bool)-3, general : bool, 11 : nat-3 
d?ys; bb:=<true,true,true> 
k:= [O]; m:= <1,0 ,0,0,0,0,0>; yc:= ys; 11 : = <0,0 ,0> 
•[ m/=<0,0,0,0,0,0 , 0> 

-> [ j: nat<- 0 . . 7 : m. j=1; s.j- - > t : =j] 
; b:= h (yc,t,k) 
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] 1 

yc.b:= tl(yc.b) 
general : = true 
[ yc. b= [] 

- > *[ b=0 and bb.0 
-> k :• ff(k,b,"first",11) 

; bb . 0:=false 
; general:=false 

b=1 and bb.1 
-> k:= ff(k,b,"first",11) 

; bb . 1:= false 
; general:= false 

b=3 and bb.2 
-> k := ff(k,b,"first",11) 

bb . 2:= false 
general:= false 

general 
-> [ b=0 

1 b=1 
1 b•2 
1 b=3 
1 b=4 or b=5 or b=6 
] 

yy <5 

-> 11.0:= 1 
-> 11:= <0,0,0> 
-> ll. 2 : = 1 
-> yy := yy+1 
-> skip 

-> k:= ff(k,b,"general",11) 
b=4 and yy>3 
-> k:= ff(k,b,"last",11) 
b/=4 and yy>3 
-> k:= ff(k,b,"general",11) 

1 not general - > skip 
] 

yc.b/=[] -> skip 

m:= builds(yc,k) 
yc : = p(yc,ys) 

pree CTi (C_CTi : ?ale, Ti_b: !real, Ti_e,s: -void, results: !file)= 
1 [ xs: ale, t: real 

1 *[ true 

] 1 

-> C_CTi?xs 
; *[ len(xs)>0 

-> [ bd(xs) . 0="a" 
-> Ti_b!hd(xs).1; t:=time 

; Ti_e -
; results ! "Ti", 11 \t 11

, t, 11 \t", time, "\t", "a", "\n" 
hd(xs) .0="syne" 
-> s-

xs:= tl(xs) 

pree Ti(tri_b : ?real, tri_d: -void, a: !wfr, wl : ?file)= 
1 [ xs: lot, t : real 

1 wl ?xs; ! time , "\twaferlist is\t" ,xs, "\n" 
* [ true 

-> tri_b?t 
; delta t 
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J 1 

tri_d-
a! hd(xs); xs:= tl(xs) 
tri_b?t 
delta t 
tri_d-

proe CTo(C_CTo: ?ale, To_b: !real,To_e,s: -void,results: !file)= 
1 [ xs : ale, t : real 

I*[ true 

J 1 

-> C_CTo?xs 
; *[ len(xs)>O 

-> [ hd(xs) .O="a" 
-> To_b!hd(xs) .1 ; t:=time 

; To_e-
; results ! "To", n\t", t, 11 \t", time, "\t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n 11 

hd (xs).O="syne" 
-> s 

xs: = tlCxs) 

proe To(tro_b: ?real, tro_d: -void, b: ?wfr)= 
1 [ xs : lot, x : wfr, t: real 

1 XS: E [] 

J 1 

*[ true 
-> tro_b?t 

delta t 
b?x 
xs : = xs ++ [x] 
tro_d-
tro_b?t 
delta t 
tro_d-

proe CP(MC_CP: ?ale, CP_e: !emp*, e_CP,s: -void, results: !file, datap : ?file)= 
1 [ xs : ale, t: real, ys: (cmp•)-7 

1 datap?ys ; !time, "\tpa list is\t",ys,"\n" 
;*[ true 

-> MC_CP?xs 
; *[ len(xs )>O 

-> [ hd(xs).O="al" 

1 hd(xs).O="a2" 

1 hd(xs).O="a3" 

1 hd(xs).O="a4" 

1 hd(xs).O="a5" 

1 hd(xs).O="a6" 

-> 

- > 

-> 

-> 

-> 

-> 

CP_e 1ys.O ; t:=time 
e_cp-
results ! "P", "\t", t, "\t", time, "\t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
CP_e!ys.1 ; t:=time 
e_cp
results! "P'', ''\t ", t , 1'\t'',time,11\t",hd(xs).o,11\n'' 
CP_e!ys.2; t:=time 
e_cp-
results ! "P", "\t ", t, "\t", time, "\t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
CP_e!ys.3; t:=time 
e_cp-
results ! "P 0

, 
11 \t", t, "\t", time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs). 0, 11 \n 11 

CP_e!ys.4; t:=time 
e_cp-
resul ts ! "P", n\t 11

, t, 11 \t" , time , "\t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
CP_e!ys.5; t:=time 
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] 1 

1 hd(xs) . O="a7 " 

e_cp-
results ! "P", "\t", t, 11 \t 11

, time, "\t" ,hd(xs) . 0, 11 \n" 
-> CP_e!ys . 6; t : =time 

e_cp-
results ! 11 P", 11 \t", t, "\t 11

, time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs) . 0, "\n" 
1 hd(xs ) .O="syne" -> s-; !time, "\tsynehronise prealigner\n" 
] 
xs : = tl(xs) 

proe CPe(CP_e : ?emp*, m_dr ,m_ee,m_do,m_tsu : !nat 
, t_pa: c-void) -4, sdr_v : c-void)-2, v_dr: !nat, e_CP : -void) = 

1 [ d : bool, xs : emp* 
1 * [ CP_e?xs 

Il 

Il 

Il 
Il 

Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 
Il 

] 1 

-> *[ len(xs) > 0 
-> [ hd(xs ) .O="Mdr" -> 

1 hd (xs ). O="Mee" -> 
1 hd(xs).O="Vee" -> 
1 hd(xs ) . O="Vdr" -> 
1 hd(xs ) .O="Sv_dr" -> 
1 hd(xs ) .O="Sv_ee" -> 
1 hd(xs) .O="Mdo" - > 
1 hd(xs) .O="S_dp" -> 
1 hd(xs ). O="S_ed" -> 
1 hd(xs) . O= "Mtsu" - > 
1 hd(xs).O="Vtsu" -> 
1 hd(xs ). O="Ptsu" -> 
1 hd(xs). O="Stsu_v" -> 
1 hd(xs).O="Stsu_p" -> 
1 hd(xs) .O="Stsu_f" -> 
1 hd(xs) .O="Stsu_t" -> 
] 

xs:= tlCxs) 

e_cp-

m_dr!hd (xs) . 1; t_pa . o- Il Motor DRIVE 
m_ee!hd(xs).1 ; t_pa . 1- Il Motor CENTRING 
v_ee!hd(xs).1 Il Vaeuum valve CENTRING 
v_dr!hd(xs) . 1 Il Vaeuum valve DRIVE 
sdr_v . (hd (xs) . 1)- Il Sensor DRIVE vaeuum 
see_v.(hd(xs).l) ?d Il Sensor CENTRING vaeuum 
m_do!hd(xs) . 1 ; t_pa.r Il Motor DOCKING 
sdp?d Il Sensor DOCKING position 
s_ed?d Il Sensor EDGE 
m_tsu!hd (xs).1; t_pa . 3- Il Motor TSU 
v_tsu!hd(xs) . 1 Il Vaeuum TSU 
p_tsu!hd(xs). 1 Il Pressure TSU 
stsu_v.(hd(xs ) .1 )- Il Sensor TSU vaeuum 
stsu_p. (hd(xs).1)- Il Sensor TSU pressure 
stsu_f . (hd(xs).1 ) - Il Sensor TSU flow 
stsu_t . (hd(xs).1) - Il Sensor TSU temperature 

proe CL(MC_CL : ?ale, CL_e: !emp*, e_CL,s: -void, results: !file, datalr: ?file)= 
1 [ xs: ale, t: real, ys: (emp•)-10 

1 datalr?ys ; !time,"\tlr list is\t",ys,"\n" 
; * [ true, 

-> MC_CL?xs ; !time, "\treeeive MC_CL\t" ,xs, "\n" 
; *[ len(xs)>O 

-> [ hd(xs) .O="al" -> CL_e!ys.O; t:=time 

hd(xs) .O="a2" 

hd(xs).O="a3" 

hd(xs) .O="a4" 

hd(xs).O="a5" 

hd(xs).O="a6" 

hd(xs) .O="a7" 

hd(xs) .O="a8" 

c_cL-; results ! 11 L11
, 

11 \t 11
, t, 11 \t 11

, time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
-> CL_e!ys.1; t:=time 

c_c1-; results ! "L 11
, "\t 11

, t , 11 \t", time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs). 0, 11 \n" 
-> CL_e!ys.2; t : =time 

c_c1- ; results ! "L", "\t 11
, t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs ) . 0, "\n" 

- > CL_e !ys.3; t : =time 
c_cL- ; results! 1'L 11

,
11 \t 11 , t, 11 \t'1 ,time,''\t '1 ,hd(xs ) .0,'1\n'1 

-> CL_e!ys.4; t:=time 
c_CL - ; results ! "L 0

, 
11 \t", t, 11 \t 11

, time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs ). 0 , "\ n" 
-> CL_e!ys.5; t:=time 

c_cL- ; results ! "L 11
, 

11 \t 11
, t, 11 \t" ,time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs ) .0, 11 \n" 

-> CL_e!ys . 6; t:=time 
c_cL- ; results!''L'1

,'
1\t 11 ,t, 11 \t'1 ,time,''\t 11 ,hd(xs).0, 11 \n'1 

-> CL_e!ys.7; t : =time 
c_cL-; results!''L 11 ,''\t'' ,t, 1'\ t",time, 1'\t",hd(xs ). O,''\n'1 
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] 1 

hd(xs) . O="a9" -> CL_c!ys.8; t:=time 
c_cL-; results ! "L", 11 \t", t, "\t", time. "\t 11 ,hd(xs) .0, 11 \n" 

hd(xs).O="alO" -> CL_c 1ys.9; t:=time 
c_cL-; results ! "L", "\t", t, "\t", time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs) .0 , "\n" 

hd(xs ) .O="sync" -> s 

xs : = tl(xs) 

proc CLc(CL_c: ?cmp•, s_lr: (!nat)-3, t_lr: c-void) -3, sdt: -void 
, sv_lr : c-void)-2, v_lr: !nat, c_CL: -void)= 

1 [ d : bool, xs: cmp* 
1 •[ CL_c?xs 

-> •[ len(xs) > 0 
-> [ hd(xs) . O="Mrot" -> s_lr.0 1hd(xs).1; xs:=tl(xs) 

hd(xs).O="Mx" 
hd(xs) . O="Mr" 
hd(xs). O="Mz" 
hd(xs) .O="Sd" 
hd(xs) .O="Sv" 
hd(xs).O="V" 

xs:=tl(xs) 

] 1 

-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 
-> 

s_lr.l!hd(xs) .1; t_lr.o- ; t_lr.1-
s_lr.O!hd(xs) .1; t_lr.o
s_lr.l!hd(xs) .1; t_lr . 1-
s_lr.2!hd(xs).1; t_lr . 2-
sdt-
sv_lr. (hd(xs) .1)~ 
v_lr!hd(xs).1 

proc CW(MC_CW: ?ale, CW_c: (!cmp•)-2, c_CW: c-void)-2, s: -void 
, results : !file, dataws : ?file)= 

1 [ xs: ale, ys: (cmp•)-8, t: real, i: nat 
1 dataws?ys; i:= 0 
; •[ true 

-> 
; 

] 1 

MC_CW?xs 
*[ len(xs)>O 

-> [ hd(xs). O="al" -> 

hd(xs).O="a2" -> 

hd(xs).O="a3" -> 

hd(xs).O="a4" -> 

hd(xs) . O="a5" -> 

hd(xs) .O="a6" -> 

hd(xs) . O="a7" -> 

hd(xs).O="a8" -> 

hd(xs) . O="a" -> 

CW_c.i!ys.O; t:=time 
c_CW. i -; results ! "W 11

, 
11 \t", t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs) .0, "\n" 

CW_c.i!ys . 1; t:=time; !time,"\tws action 2\n" 
c_CW. i - ; results ! "W", "\t" , t, 11 \t", time, "\t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n 11 

CW_c. i ! ys. 2; t: =time; !time, "vs act ion 3\t", i, "\n" 
c_CW. i - ; results ! "W", "\t 11

, t, 11 \t", time, "\t 11 ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
CW_c. i ! ys .3; t :=time; !time, "ws act ion 4\t 11

, i, "\n" 
c_cw.i-; results! "W", "\t" ,t, 11 \t" ,time, "\t" ,hd(xs) . 0, 11 \nu 
CW_c. i ! ys .4; t: =time ; ! time, "ws act ion 5\t", i, "\n" 
c_CW. i -; results ! "W 11

, "\t", t, 11 \t", time, "\t" ,hd(xs) . 0, "\n" 
CW_c.i !ys.5; t:=time ; !time, '1ws action 6\t u, i,"\n" 
c_CW . i - ; results ! "W", "\t", t, "\t 11

, time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs) . 0, "\n" 
CW_c.i!ys.6; t:i=time ; !time, 11 ws action 7\t",i,"\n" 
c_CW. i-; results ! "W", 11 \t", t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs) .0, "\n 11 

CW_c.i!ys.7; t:=time i !time,"vs action 8\t",i,"\n" 
c_cw.i-; results! 11 W11

, "\t 11 ,t, 11 \t" ,time, "\t 11 ,hd(xs) . 0, "\n" 
t : =time; delta 26; i:= 1-i 
results ! "W", 11 \t", t, 11 \t", time, H\t" ,hd(xs) .0, "\n" 

hd(xs).O="sync" -> s 

xs :=tl(xs) 
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pree CWc(CW_c : ?cmp*, m_ep,m_ch,v_ep,v_ch,l_ch,a_ep,powe: !nat, t_ep,t_ch,t_epa: -void 
,s_ep ,s_ch,sl_ch,spO_ch ,spl_ch,sp2_ch : c-void)-2, c_CW: -void)= 

1 [ d: boel, xs : cmp* 
1 •[ CW_c?xs 

-> •[ len(xs) > 0 
-> [ hd(xs).O="M_Ep" -> m_ep!hd( xs) . 1; t_ep - Il Motor E-PINS 

1 hd(xs).O="M_Ch" -> m_ch!hd(xs) . 1; t_ch- Il Mo-cor CHUCK 
1 hd(xs).O="V_Ep" -> v_ep!hd(xs).1 Il Vacuum valve E-PINS 
1 hd(xs).O="V_Ch" - > v_ch!hd(xs).1 Il Vacuum valve CHUCK 
1 hd(xs).O="S_Ep" -> s_ep.(hd(xs).1)- Il Sensor E-PINS Vacuum 
1 hd(xs).O="S_Ch" -> s_ch . (hd (xs).1)- Il Sensor CHUCK Vacuum 
1 hd(xs).O="Sl_Ch" -> sl_ch. (hd(xs) .1)- Il Sensor CHUCK Loek 
1 hd(xs).O="L_Ch" -> l_ch! (hd(xs) .1) Il Locker CHUCK 
1 hd (xs).O="SpO_Ch" -> spO_ch.(hd(xs).1)- Il Sensor CHUCK Position 
1 hd(xs).O="Spl_Ch" -> spl_ch. (hd(xs).1)- Il Sensor CHUCK Position 
1 hd(xs) . O="Sp2_Ch" -> sp2_ch.(hd(xs).1)- Il Sensor CHUCK Position 
1 hd(xs).O="A_Ep" - > a_ep!hd(xs).1; t_epa - Il Mo"tor E-PINS Activation 
1 hd(xs).O="Pow" -> powe!hd(xs).1 Il LIMMS Power 
) 

xs:=tl(xs) 

c_cw-

)1 

pree CU(C_CU : ?ale, CU_c: !cmp*, c_CU,s: -void, results: !file, dataur: ?file)= 
1 [ xs: ale, ys: (cmp•)-s, t: real 

1 dataur?ys 
;•[ true 

-> C_CU?xs 
; •[ len(xs) > 0 

-> [ hd(xs) .O="al" 

hd(xs).O="a2" 

hd(xs).O="a3" 

hd(xs).O="a4" 

hd(xs).O="a5" 

hd(xs).O="a6" 

hd(xs) .O="a7" 

hd(xs).O="a8" 

-> CU_c!ys.O; t:=-cime 
c_Ctr; results ! "U", 11 \t", t, "\t", time, "\t 11 ,hd(xs) .0, 11 \n" 

-> CU_c!ys.1; t:=time 
c_cu-; results ! "U", "\t 11

, t, "\t", time, 11 \t " ,hd(xs). 0, "\n 11 

-> CU_c!ys.2; t:=time 
c_cu-; results! "U", 11 \t 11 ,t, 11 \t" ,time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs) .0, 11 \n" 

-> CU_c!ys.3; t:=time 
c_cu-; results ! "U" ' 11 \t Il J t' 11 \t" 'time' 11 \t 0 ,hd(xs) . 0' 11 \n" 

-> CU_c!ys . 4; t:=time 
c_cu-; results ! 11 U11

, "\t", t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
-> CU_c!ys.5; t:=time 

c_cu-; results ! 11 U", "\t", t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t 11 , hd (xs). 0, "\n" 
-> CU_c!ys . 6; -c :=time 

c_cu-; results ! 11 U", 11 \t", t, 11 \t", time, 11 \t 11 ,hd(xs). 0, "\n" 
-> CU_c!ys.7; -c :=time 

c_cu-; results! 11U'',''\t 11 ,t, 1'\t'1 ,time, 1'\t'1 ,hd(xs) . O,''\n 1
' 

hd(xs).O="sync" -> s-

xs: =-cl(xs) 

) 1 

pree CUc(CU_c: ?cmp*, s_ur: (!nat)-3, t_ur: c-void)-3, sd"t: -void 
, sv_ur: c- void)-2, v_ur: !na"t, c_CU: -void) = 

1 [ d: boel, xs: cmp* 
1 •[ CU_c?xs 

-> •[ len(xs) > 0 
- > [ hd(xs).O="Mrot" -> s_ur.O!hd(xs) .1; xs:=tl(xs); s_ur.l!hd(xs).1 

t_ur.o- ; -c_ur . 1-
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hd(xs).O="Mx" -> s_ur.O!hd(xs).1; t_ur.o-
hd(xs). O="Mr" -> s_ur.l!hd(xs) .1; t_ur.1-
hd(xs).O="Mz" -> s_ur.2!hd(xs) . 1; t_ur .r 
hd(xs).O="Sd" -> sdt- //Sensor docking 
hd(xs).O="Sv" -> sv_ur . (hd(xs).1)-
hd(xs).O="V" -> v_ur!hd(xs).1 //Vacuum valve 

xs:=tl(xs) 

c_cu-

) 1 

proc CD(C_CD: ?ale, CD_c: !cmp•, c_CD,s: -void, results: !file, datad: ?file)= 
1 [ xs: ale, ys: (cmp•)-3, t: real 

1 datad?ys 
;•[ true 

) 1 

-> C_CD?xs 
; •[ len(xs) > 0 

-> [ hd(xs) .O="al" 

hd(xs).O="a2" 

-> CD_c!ys.O; t:=time 
c_co-; results ! 11 D11

, "\t", t, "\t 11
, time, 11 \t" ,hd(xs). O, "\n 11 

-> CD_c!ys.1; t:Etime 
c_co-; results! 1'D 11

,
11 \t 11 ,t, 1'\t 11 ,time, 1'\t",hd(xs).O,"\n 1

' 

hd(xs) .O="a3" -> CD_c!ys . 2; t:=time 
c_co-; resul ts ! 11 D", 11 \t" 't, "\t" 'time, "\t Il ,hd(xs). 0' "\n" 

hd(xs).O="a" -> skip 
hd(xs).O="sync" -> s-

xs:E tl(xs) 

pree CDc(CD_c: ?cmp•, v_di: !nat, s_di: c-void)-2, c_CD: -void)= 
1 [ d: bool, xs: cmp• 

1 •[ CD_c?xs 
-> •[ len(xs) > 0 

-> [ hd(xs).O="V_Di" 

c_co-

I hd(xs).O="S_Di" 
) 

xs:= tl(xs) 

-> v_di!hd(xs).1 
-> s_di .(hd(xs) . 1)-

) 1 

Il 
Il 

MACHINE 
physical processes 

proc DIS(e,s_lr,s_ur: !wfr 
, lr_s,ur_s: ?wfr 
, u: ?nat, sdee: !boel)= 

1 [ z: wfr, wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef: boel, x: nat 
1 water:= false 

•[ true; u?x 
-> clamp := not water and x = 1 

unclamp:= water and x = 0 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 
[ clamp 

// Vacuum valve DISCHARGE 
// Sensor DISCHARGE Vacuum 

-> [ lr_s?z -> skip 
1 ur_s?z -> skip 

//[ putNat(time,"D",1) ->skip) 
//[ putNat(time,"D",1) -> skip) 

) 
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; sdcc!true 
; wafer:= true 

unclamp 
-> sdcc!false 

wafer : = false 
[ s_lr!z -> skip 
1 s_ur!z -> skip 
1 e!z -> skip 
] 

Il[ putNat(time,"D",0) -> skip 
Il[ putNat(time,"D",0) -> skip 
Il[ putNat(time,"D",0) -> skip 

] 1 

syst D(e,s_lr , s_ur : !wfr 
lr_s,ur_s : ?wfr 

, c_d: ?nat,sdcc1: ( -void)-2 
, va_di : r eal)= 

1 [ sdcc: -bool 
, u_d : -nat 

DIS (e,s_lr,s_ur 
,lr_s,ur_s 
,u_d , sdcc ) 

11 Va_w(c_d,u_d,va_di) 
11 Sensor(sdcc,sdcc1,"senc_d") 
] 1 

proc SensorD(sd: ?bool , sdt: -void)= 
I [ b: bool 

1 * [ sd?b -> skip II [putNat (time, "SensorD", 1) -> skip] 
1 b; sdt- -> b:= false 
] 

] 1 

proc EN(m_e: (?nat)-3 , sd: !bool, pw : !nat, par,parin : ?file, ENCp : string)= 
1 [ x,p0,p1 , p3 : nat-3, i: nat, xs: (nat-3)-3 

1 par?xs ; pO:=xs.O; p1:=xs.1; p3 : =xs . 2; i : =O; parin?x 
•[ j: nat <- 0 . . 3: m_e . j?x . j 

- > [ x=pO 
1 x=p1 
1 x=p3 
1 xl=pO and xl=p1 and xl=p3 
] 

] 1 

proc VMP(m_p: ?nat, t_pa: -void)= 
1 [ op,pp: nat 

1 op:= 0 
; •[ true 

-> sd!true ; 
-> sd!true; 
-> pw!3 
-> skip 

- > m_p?pp Il receive setpoint 

pw!O 
pw! l+i; i:=1-i 

delta pid(pp,op) 
t_pa-

Il wait calculated movement time 
Il synchronize motor ready 

op : =O 

] 1 

proc VM(s : ?nat, t: -void, m_e: !nat)= 
1 [ op,pp: 11at 

1 op : = 1 
; • [ true 

-> s?pp Il receive setpoint 
; delta O. OOOOl•pid(pp,op) Il wait calculated movement time 
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] 1 

t

m_e!pp 
op : = pp 

Il synchronize motor ready 
Il send encoder position 

func pid(pp: nat, op: nat) ->nat= 
1 [ 

[op> pp -> ret (op-pp) 
1 op<= pp -> ret (pp-op) 
] 

] 1 

proc GR(u: ?nat, s_d: (?wfr)-4, d_s: (!wfr)-4 
, svcp: !bool, pw : ?nat, Grip: string)= 

1 [ z: wfr, wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef: bool, t,x : nat 
1 wafer : = false; t : = 0 
;*[ true; u?x 

] 1 

-> clamp:= not wafer and x=1 
unclamp:" waf er and x=O 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 
[ clamp 

-> s_d.t?z 
Il [ putNat(time,Grip,1) ->skip] 

svcp!true 
wafer:= true 

unclamp 
-> d_s.t!z 

; svcp!false 
; wafer:=false 

undef 
-> skip 

true; pw?t -> !time, "\tvalue of robot position is\t" ,t, "\n" 

proc PA(a,lr_pa: ?wfr 
,pa_lr: !wfr 
, u_c : ?nat 
,svpc : !bool)= 

1 [ z: wfr , wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef : bool, x: nat 
1 wafer:= false 

] 1 

•[ true; u_c?x 
-> clamp:= not water and x=1 

unclamp:= wafer and x=O 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 
[ clamp 

-> [ lr_pa?z -> !time," \ t prealigner receives wafer from robot\n" 
Il I ur_pa?z -> skip 

1 a?z -> !time,"\t prealigner receives water from track\n" 
] 

svpc!true 
waf er : = true 
pa_lr!z 

unclamp 
-> svpc!false 

; water := false 
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syst P(v_dr: ?nat 
, sdr_v: (-void)-2 
, m_tsu : ?nat 
, m_ce: ?nat 
, m_do: ?nat 
, m_dr: ?nat 
, t_pa: (-void)-4 
, a , lr_pa: ?wfr, pa_lr: !wfr 
, tvap: real)= 

1 [ u_c: -nat 
, svpc: -bool 
I VMP(m_dr,t_pa.O) 

11 VMP(m_ce,t_pa.1) 
11 VMP(m_do,t_pa . 2) 
11 VMP(m_tsu,t_pa.3) 
11 Va_w(v_dr,u_c , tvap) 
11 Sensor(svpc,sdr_v,"senv") 
11 PA(a,lr_pa,pa_lr 

,u_c,svpc) 
] 1 

syst R(sp: (?nat)-3 
, t: (-void)-3 
,sdt: -void,svcc1,svcp1,svcu1: (-void)-2 
,c_v: ?nat 
,s_d: (?wfr)-4, d_s: (!wfr)-4, filer,fileri: ?file 
,senc,senp,senu: string, tvar: real)= 

1 [ sen_c,svcp,sen_uc: -bool 
u: -nat 

, m_e : (-nat)-3 
, pw: -nat 
, sd: -bool 
1 j: nat<- O .. 3: VM(sp.j,t.j,m_e.j) 

Il SensorD (sd,sdt) 
11 Sensor(sen_c,svccl,"senc") 
11 Sensor(svcp,svcpl, "senp") 
11 Sensor(sen_uc,svcul,"senu") 
11 GR(u,s_d,d_s // material holder 

,svcp , pw, 11 Grip") 
11 EN(m_e,sd,pw,filer,fileri,"ENCp") 
11 Va(c_v,sen_c,sen_uc,u,tvar) 
] 1 

proc MEp(m __ ep: ?nat, a_ep: ?nat, t_ep,t_epa: -void)= 
1 [ a,op,p_ep: nat 

1 *[ true; a_ep?a // activate E-PINS 

] 1 

-> delta 0.01; t_epa-
a=l; m_ep?p_ep 
-> delta pid(p_ep,op) 

t_ep-
op:= p_ep 

proc MCh(m_ch: ?nat, sp0_chi,spl_chi,sp2_chi: !bool, t_ch: -void)= 
1 [ a,i: nat 

1 *[ true; m_ch?a 
-> t_ch

delta 0.05 
spO_chi!false; spl_chi!false; sp2_chi!false 
[ a=2; delta 0.05 -> sp2_chi!true // Process position 
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J 1 

a=l; delta 2 . 95 -> spl_chi!true 
a=O; delta 1.95 -> spO_chi!true 

proc LCh(l_ch: ?nat, sl_chi: !bool)= 
1 [ a : nat 

1 •[ true; l_ch?a; delta 0.05; sl_chi!a=l 
JI 

Il Unload position 
Il Load position 

proc Va(v: ?nat,sen_c,sen_uc: !bool, u: !nat, t: real)= 
1 [ x : nat 

1 •[ v?x; delta t; sen_uc!x=O; sen_c!x=l; u!x J 
J 1 

proc Sensor(si:?bool, s1: c-void)-2, sen:string)= 
1 [ v :bool 

1 •[ true; si?v -> [v -> skip Il 
1 not v -> skip Il 
J 

not v; s1.o- -> skip 

putNat(time,sen,1) -> skip] 
putNat(time,sen,0) -> skip] 

v; s1.i- -> !time, 11 \t sensor value is\t 11 ,v,"\n 11 

J 1 

proc WSl(w_ur: !wfr, lr_w : ?wfr 
,u,u_ch: ?nat, s_epi,s_chi: !bool)= 

1 [ z: wfr, wafer,clamp,unclamp,undef: bool, x,xc: nat 
1 wafer:= false 

•[ true; u?x 
-> clamp:= not wafer and x=l 

unclamp:= wafer and xzl 
undef:= not clamp and not unclamp 
[ clamp 

-> s_epi!x=l 
lr_w?z; !time,"\twaferstage 1 receives wafer from load robot\n" 
wafer:= true 

J 1 

u_ch?xc 
s_chi!xc=l 
u?x 
s_epi!x=l; 

unclamp 
-> s_epi!x=l 

u_ch?xc 
w_ur!z 
u?x 
s_epi!x=l 
s_chi 1xc=1 
wafer:= false 

proc POW(powe: ?nat)= 
1 [ x: nat 

1 •[ powe?x J 
J 1 

proc Va_w(v: ?nat, u: !nat, t: real)= 
1 [ x: nat 

1 •[ v?x; delta t; u!x J 

II CHUCK clamp 
Il Sensor CHUCK clamp 
Il E-PINS unclamp 
Il Sensor E-PINS unclamp 
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] 1 

syst W1(s_ep,s_ch,spO_ch,sp1_ch,sp2_ch,sl_ch : (-void) · 2 
, m_ep,a_ep,v_ep,v_ch : ?nat 
, m_ch,l_ch : ?nat 
, t_ep,t_ch,t_epa: -void 
, w_ur : !wfr,lr_w: ?wfr 
, tva : real, sen_ep,sen_ch,sen_pch,sen_lch: string, powe: ?nat)= 

1 [ s_epi,s_chi,spO_chi,sp1_chi,sp2_chi,sl_chi: -boel 
, u_ep,u_ch: -nat 

WS1(w_ur,lr_w,u_ep,u_ch,s_epi,s_chi ) 
Va_w(v_ep,u_ep,tva) 
Va_w(v_ch,u_ch,tva) 
Sensor(s_epi , s_ep , "sen_ep") 
Sensor (s_chi , s_ch,"sen_ch") 
Sensor(spO_chi,spO_ch,"sen_pchO") 
Sensor (sp1_chi,sp1_ch, "sen_pch1 ") 
Sensor(sp2_chi,sp2_ch,"sen_pch2") 
Sensor(sl_chi,sl_ch,"sen_lch" ) 
MEp(m_ep,a_ep,t_ep,t_epa) 
MCh(m_ch,spO_chi,sp1_chi,sp2_chi,t_ch) 
LCh(l_ch,sl_chi) 
POW(powe) 

syst W2(s_ep,s_ch,sp0_ch,sp1_ch,sp2_ch,sl_ch: (-void)·2 
,m_ep , a_ep,v_ep,v_ch : ?nat 
,m_ch,l_ch : ?nat 
,t_ep,t_ch,t_epa: ·void 
,w_ur: !wfr,lr_w : ?wfr 
, t va: real, sen_ep,sen_ch,sen_pch,sen_lch: string, powe : ?nat)= 

1 [ s_epi,s_chi,sp0_chi,sp1_chi,sp2_chi,sl_chi : -boel 
,u_ep,u_ch : -nat 

1 WS1(w_ur,lr_w ,u_ep,u_ch,s_epi,s_chi) 
11 Va_w(v_ep,u_ep,tva) 
11 Va_w(v_ch,u_ch,tva) 
11 Sensor (s_epi,s_ep,"sen_ep") 
11 Sensor (s_chi , s_ch,"sen_ch" ) 
11 Sensor (spO_chi,spO_ch,"sen_pch") 
11 Sensor (sp1_chi,sp1_ch , "sen_pch") 
1 1 Sensor ( sp2_ chi, sp2_ ch, • sen_pch •) 
11 Sensor (sl_chi,sl_ch,"sen_lch") 
11 MEp(m_ep,a_ep,t_ep,t_epa) 
11 MCh(m_ch,spO_chi,sp1_chi,sp2_chi,t_ch) 
II LCh(l_ch,sl_chi) 
11 POW(powe) 

] 1 

syst S0= 
I [ MC_Ti,MC_CL,MC_CU,MC_CP,MC_CW,MC_CD,MC_To: -ale 

,tri_b,tro_b : -real 
,tri_d,c.CP,e2,c_CU,c_CD,tro_d: -void 
,s: (- void) ·7 
,a , e: -wfr //b : -wafer 
,sp,sp_ur: (-nat)·3 
,t,t_ur : (-void) - 3 
,t_pa: (-void)-4 
, sdt,sdt_ur : -void 
,sv,svcp1,svcu1,sdr_v , s_di,sv_ur,svcp1_ur , svcu1_ur : (-void)-2 
, c_v,v_dr, v_di,v_ur: -nat 
,CL_c,CP_c,CU_c,CD_c: -cmp* 
,CW_c: (-cmp•)·2 
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,c_CW: (-void)-2 
,s_lr,lr_s,s_ur,ur_s: (-wfr)-4 
,m_dr,m_ce,m_do,m_tsu: -nat 
,m_ep,m_ch,v_ep,v_ch,l_ch,a_ep,powe: (-nat)-2 
,t_ep,t_ch,t_epa: (-void)-2 
, s_ep, s_ch, sl_ch,spO_ch, sp1_ch, sp2_ch: ( (-void)-2)-2 

I MC(MC_Ti,MC_CL,MC_CU,MC_CP,MC_CW,MC_CD,MC_To,filein("actionlist.txt")) 
11 SC(s,filein("ys .txt")) 
1 I Cîi(MC_Ti,tri_b,tri_d,s.O 

, f ileout ( "re sul ts. txt")) 
11 Ti(tri_b,tri_d,a 

, f ilein ( "waferlist. txt")) 
II CP(MC_CP,CP_c,c_CP,s.1 

,fileout ("results. txt ") ,filein( "datap. txt")) 
11 CPc(CP_c,m_dr,m_ce,m_do,m_tsu,t_pa,sdr_v,v_dr,c_CP) 
11 P(v_dr,sdr_v,m_tsu,m_ce,m_do,m_dr 

,t_pa,a,lr_s.O,s_lr .0,0.1) 
II CL(MC_CL,CL_c,e2,s.2 

,fileout ( "results. txt") ,filein( "datalr _lab. txt")) 
11 CLc(CL_c,sp,t,sdt,sv,c_v,e2) 
1 I CW(MC_CW,CW_c,c_CW,s.3 

,fileout("results.txt"),filein("dataws.txt")) 
II CU(MC_CU,CU_c,c_CU,s.4 

,fileout("results.txt"),filein("dataur_lab.txt")) 
11 CUc(CU_c,sp_ur, t_ur, sdt_ur, sv_ur, v_ur,c_CU) 
11 j :nat <- 0 .. 2: CWc(CW_c.j,m_ep.j,m_ch.j,v_ep.j,v_ch.j 

,l_ch.j,a_ep.j,powe.j,t_ep . j,t_ch.j 
,t_epa.j,s_ep.j,s_ch.j,sl_ch.j,spO_ch.j 
,sp1_ch.j,sp2_ch.j,c_CW.j) 

11 W1(s_ep.0,s_ch.O,sp0_ch.O,sp1_ch.0,sp2_ch .O ,sl_ch.O 
,m_ep.O,a_ep.O,v_ep.O,v_ch.O,m_ch.O,l_ch.O,t_ep.O 
,t_ch.O,t_epa.0,s_ur.1,lr_s.1,0.2, 11 sen_ep","sen_ch 11 

,''sen_pch'',''sen_lch'',powe.0) 
11 W2(s_ep.1,s_ch.1,sp0_ch.1,spl_ch.1,sp2_ch.1,sl_ch.1 

,m_ep .1, a_ep . 1,v_ep.1,v_ch.1,m_ch.1,l_ch. 1,t_ep.1 
,t_ch.1,t_epa.1,s_ur.2,lr_s.2,0.2,"sen_ep", 11 sen_ch 11 

,"sen_pch","sen_lch",powe.1) 
11 CD(MC_CD,CD_c,c_CD,s.5 

, f ileout ( "re sul ts. txt") , f ilein ( "dat ad. txt")) 
II CDc(CD_c,v_di , s_di,c_CD) 
11 D(e,s_lr.3,s_ur.3 

,lr_s . 3,ur_s .3 
,v_di,s_di,0.1) 

11 Cîo(MC_To,tro_b,tro_d,s.6,fileout("results . txt")) 
11 To(tro_b,tro_d,e) 
11 R(sp,t,sdt,sv,svcpl,svcul,c_v 

,s_lr,lr_s 
,filein("paraml_lab.txt"),filein("paramli .txt"),"senc","senp","senu",0.1) 

11 R(sp_ur,t_ur,sdt_ur,sv_ur,svcpl_ur,svcul_ur,v_ur 

) 1 

, s_ur, ur _s ,filein( "paramur_lab. txt ") ,f ilein( "paramui. txt") 
,"senc_ur 11

,
11 senp_ur", 11 senu_ur 11 ,0.1) 

xper s 1 [ S() ] 1 

B.3 Python functions 
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In this section the Python functions are presented that are used in the simulation model 
with regard to the labview output. The framework used for this simulation is depicted 
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Figure B.6: Simulation framework 

in Figure B.6. The framework is composed of the x model, an input-output file io. ext 
and the python function chi2labv. py. 

Input-output 

The input-output file, which enables the x-model to communicate with the Python 
function is the file ia. ext 

// io.ext 
language "python" 
file "prog" 

// output definitions 

ext getDist(s : string) 
ext getDat(s: string) 
ext getNat2(s : string) 
ext putNat(t : real, s: string, n: nat) 
ext putReal(t: real, s : string, r : real) 
ext put2Real(t : real, s: string, r1,r2: real) 
ext putString(t : real, s: string, n: real-4) 

-> real#real z "getValue" 
-> nat#real#real = "getValue" 
-> nat#nat c "getValue" 
-> bool = "putValue1" 
-> bool = "putValue1" 
-> bool = "putValue2" 
-> bool = "putValue1" 

The functions pv.tNat and putReal which are used in the x-model are linked with the 
functions put Valuel and put Value2, which are used in the Python file chi2labv.py. 

Simulation run with labview 

The following steps have to be executed for running the wafer handler visualization: 

• Export python path 
export PYTHONPATH=. 

• Compile the x-file waferhandlerJinalJab.chi using the Python interface file io.ext. 
chic waferhandlerJinalJab.chi io.ext 

• Run file 
. / waferhandler JinalJab 

A more extensive description is given in [Ver02]. 
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# chi2labv.py 
# 

import socket 

connection=None 

H0ST='131.155 . 63.7' 
P0RT=1414 

def Connect () : 

# TCP/IP connection to Labview 

global connection 
if connection•=None: 

connection=socket.socket(socket.AF_INET, socket.S0CK_STREAM) 
connection . connect((H0ST,P0RT)) 

return connection 

def putValuel(t,s,v): 
c=Connect() 
line= str(t)+"\t"+str(s)+"\t"+str(v)+"\r\n" 
c.send(line) 
return 1 

def putValue2(t,s,v,v2): 
c=ConnectO 
line• str(t)+"\t"+str(s)+"\t"+str(v)+"\t"+str(v2)+"\r\n" 
c.send(line) 
return 1 
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Wafer handler modules 

Iu this a ppendix , the wafor handl1•r modules Ulï\ d1\scri l)('d with regard to t h<· waf<'r 
trnnsf<'r bl't,wceu load robot aud Jm\aliµ;ner unit. The dockillµ; mod11l< ' a nd t he grippn 
ar<' rcsponsibk for the wafor transfer. 

C.l Docking module 

The docking mod11k is het.ween the load robot a nd th<· prcaliµ; rwr unit. The functiouality 
of thl' docking mod1tlC' is to pn·v<\tlt, small movem(•nt.s of thC' load robot d11ring; wafrr 
transfor. 

Fig11n· C. l: Sid<• vi<\W of t lH' docking opcration. bcfor<' docking 

Figme C.2: Si<k vi<'w of the docking opcration, aft.er dockiug 
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-R,:-t,:,rim.;.rf;):"T 

/~-,-,"----Li•)ht l1:,u,,:.; 

- - -- Pinh.:.•t.! 

------•:lll,),:1,:-,11 

Figm(' C. :l: Quadc<'ll 

C.2 Gripper 

HO 

The grippcr is the part of the wafcr han<llcr that corncs in contact with the wafor. The 
µ;ripper is cornposcd of tlw following paits which is illustratcd in the Figmcs C .l and 
C.2 in a sidc\ view.: 

• Robot interface 

• Tension springs and f-Jcxihl(' joiuts 

• End effector 

• Docking interface 

• Quad cel! 

Th<' gripper can move in the Z, nx and Tiy diwctions. A rigid int,,rfac:e of th(' grippc'.r 
to th<' robot enahlcs the robot to control the movc'rncnts of tlw grippcr. 
The end cffoctor is the part that is in contact with the wafor. The end effector is made\ 
slightly fiexihlc by fiexibl<' joints and tension springs conm-'ctcd to the robot int0.rfacc 
to pwvcmt damage to the wafcr. Tlw end effector plate has thrcc holes. These\ holes are 
c:onrwctcd to w1cu11111 tubes. Tlwse holes provide the w1c111m1 to securcly hold the wafor 
d nring trausport. Thl' docking interface allows fiexibility of rnovement to the robot 
and tlw end cffrctor. Wlwn the end effector is docked to the docking module, small 
rnovcnwnts of the robot will not affect the wafor on the grippcr. The quad cd] mcasurcs 
thl' posit.ion of the (\Ud effector rdativc to the robot interface. Figmc C.:l shows the 
c:onhgmation of th<' quad cel!. 
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Appendix D 

Initialization and termination 

In t his appendix, activity diagrams of the init ialization and termination of the wafer 
handler are presented. 

Initialization 

The activity diagrams of the initialization are presented from Figure D.l until Figure 
D.4. 

Termination 

The activity diagram of t he termination is presented in Figure D.5. 
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[no_walers_ tound_in_system] 

START 

inilialise hardware 

check posit ion of actuators 

check water presenl, damp 
water 

[no 
error_ situatie n _ detectedj 

inioahse all axis 

[axes_inillahsed_not_ok] 

lwafers_tound_1n_sys1em] 

lot recovery 

1+--------; ~-,.-n_d_w_a,-e,-, ~,o-d_e_st_ina-,-,on~ 

READY TO START 

ferro r_siluation_detectad] 

(axes_initlalised_not_ok] 

/automatic_recoverable) 

fnot_automatic_recoverable] 

• 
ERROR 

Figure D.1: Startup of the wafer handler 
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LA A-axis retract UR A-axis retract 

home doek unit Z 

home UR R 

home LA R 

hOme LAphi home centring unit z home UR phi 

home LR z home UA z 

[TSU down} (no TSU down) 

home TSU unit z home centring unit R 

move TSU unit up home TSU unit z 

home cenuing unit R 

move TSU unit down 

Figure D.2: Initialization of the axes 
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START 

R-axisîniV 
[tac;ng_ wsr ~ tacing stage 

facing_DU] 

Z-position within 

·a1PA"./- 0.5mmJ ~ ' y clamp;ngwate,J 

1 doek unit below ·up 
posihon• J 

( no load 

[ no clamping water] 

move 2-aus down 
0.5 mm 

robot] 

,_ __ _..,.;,._,., 1 "._a_d ___ _ ◊,obot) 
1 no doek unit 

belOW"•up 

pos,;on· 

1 

1 robot R-ax• > 
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[ robot R-axis < 
P _dock_down_allowed ] 

move doek unit down 

felse] ------',._ 

1 no Z-posit10n within 
~at PA· -t-1· 0.5 mm] 

Figure D.3: Retracting of the robot arms 

move Z-ax is up 
0.5 mm 
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retract A•axis both 
robots 

1 boU, grippers 
'sale_out_waler_area ] 

1 no botn grippers 
'sate_ou1_water_area J 

f chuck at toad sóde] -&--- f no chuck at load side] 

retract R-a)( is unload 
IObo! 

l load gripper 
'safe out wate r 

:a,eä'J 

r no load gripper 
'sale_out_water_area') 

f no unload gtipper 
·sate_ouLwale t_arta') 

( water preseni ] 

f e-pins up 0 , Î I no e-pins up 
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f e-pinsvp 1 
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1 no wafe r 
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retract R-axis robot 

1 no e-pins up ] 
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~ 
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water table J 

~ 

1 water present ] 

retract R-axis robot 

retract R-axis load 
robot 

1 unload gripper 
'safe_out_water 

_area' ] 

Figure D.4: Retracting of the robot arms when facingws 
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-----&--
stop inputloutpUt new wafers stop input/output new wafers 

finish last movement 

s1op last movement 

move all axes to park position 

clamp all waters in system 

clamp all walers in system 

1erm1nate all axes terminate all axes 

Figure D.5: Retracting of the robot arms when facingws 
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Appendix E 

Hardware-software interface 

This appendix presents the subsystems of t he wafer handler , where t he proposed in
terface is represented by the dashed line. Block 1 presents t he controller and block 2 
presents t he hardware. 

P/0-c = axis control w = vacuum valve 
co = position counter reg = register 
en = encoder adc = analog-digital converter 
am = amplifier sv = sensor vacuum 
ax = axis actuator SVS = sensor vacuum supply 
sa = sensor amplifier enabled sd = sensor docking 
sh = sensor home sz = sensor gripper z 
cl = control logic ab = axis blocking z 
cv = c/eangas valve 

Figure E.l : Hardware-software interface: Robot 
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cl 
cv 
w 
reg 
adc 

= control /ogic 

Discharge 
controller 

= cleangas valve 
= vacuum valve 
= register 
= analog-digital converter 

sv 
SVS 

= sensor vacuum 
= sensor vacuum supply 

Figure E.2: Hardware-software interface: Discharge unit 

er 
sr 
imr 

Track 
module 

Controller 

= contra/ register sft 
= status register stt 
= interrupt mask register 

= signa/s trom track 
= signals to track 

Figure E.3: Hardware-software interface: Wafer track 
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P/0-c = axis control 
co = position counter 
en = encoder 
am = amplifier 
ax = axis actuator 
sh = sensor home 

Centering 

Controller 

cl 
w 
reg 
adc 
SV 

= control logic 
= vacuum valve 
= register 
= analog-digital converter 
= sensor vacuum 

Figure E.4: Hardware-software interface: Centering unit 

PIO-c 

PID-c = axis control 
co = position counter 
en = encoder 
am = amplifier 

Docking 
Controller 

reg 

ax = axis actuator 
sp = sensor position 
cl = control logic 
reg = register 

Figure E.5: Hardware-software interface: Docking unit 
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P/0-c 
co 
en 
am 
ax 
sa 

= axis contra/ 
= position counter 
~ encoder 
=amplifier 
= axis actuator 
~ sensor amplifier enabled 

Rotation 
Controller 

cl 
w 
reg 
adc 
SV 

= control logic 
= vacuum valve 
= register 
= analog-digital converter 
= sensor vacuum 

Figure E.6: Hardware-software interface: Rotation unit 

Edge 
sensor 

Controller 

Es-c 

Es-c = Edge sensing contra/ am 
co = position counter ax 
en = encoder adc 
es = camera sync signa/ ca 

= amplifier 
= edge illumination 
= analog-digital converter 
= camera 

Figure E. 7: Hardware-software interface: Edge sensor 
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1 
TSU 

PID-c = axis contra/ 
w = vacuum valve 

co = position counter 
pv = pressure vafve 

en = encoder 
reg = register 

am = amplifier adc = anafog-digital converter 

= axis actuator 
SV = sensor vacuum 

ax 
sa = sensor amplifier enabled sp = sensor pressure 

sh = sensor home 
sf = sensor flow 

cl = control logic 
st = sensor tempera/ure 
ab = Z move blocking 

cv = cleangas valve 

Figure E.8: Hardware-software interface: TSU 
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